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Abstract
With the more environmentally friendly smart grid initiatives during the past few
years, intelligent operation and optimisation of the electricity distribution system have
received an increasing attention in power system research worldwide. Power flow from
the distribution substation to the customer can be optimised at Volt-Ampere-Reactive
(VAR) level by reducing the reactive power. Distributed Generation (DG) and Re-
newable Energy Sources (RES) represent both the broadest potentials and the broad-
est challenges for intelligent distribution systems and smart grid control. In general,
the flexibility envisaged by integrating RES during smart grid transformation is of-
ten surrounded by nonlinearities such as wave-form deformations caused by harmonic
currents or voltages, which impliedly increase control system complexity. Therefore,
conventional controllers presently implemented need to be re-engineered in order to
solve power quality (PQ) problems therein.
This work aims to improve the controllability of Distribution Static Compensators
(DSTATCOMs) through the development of improved control systems using evolu-
tionary computation enabled design automation and optimisation. The resultant Volt-
VAR Control (VVC) optimises PQ in the presence of nonlinearities and uncertainties.
It also aims at increasing overall system’s sensitivity to unconsidered parameters in the
design stage like measurement noise, unmodelled dynamics and disturbances. This is
otherwise known as the robustness of the system offering it with valuable potential for
future smart grids control, which are anticipated to present more nonlinearities due to
virtual power plant (VPP) configuration. According to European Project FENIX, a
Virtual Power Plant (VPP) aggregates the capacity of many diverse Distributed En-
ergy Resources (DER), it creates a single operating profile from a composite of the
parameters characterizing each DER and can incorporate the impact of the network
on aggregate DER output.
To particularly solve PQ problems, two objectives are realised in this thesis. First, a
non-deterministic evolutionary algorithm (EA) is adopted to generate optimum fuzzy
logic controllers for DSTATCOMs. This design methodology extends the traditional
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computer-aided-design (CAD) to computer-automated-design (CAutoD), which pro-
vides a unified solution to diverse PQ problems automatically and efficiently. While
realizing this objective, the prediction ability of the derivative term in a proportional
and derivative (PD) controller is improved by placing a re-routed derivative filter in
the feedback path to tame ensuing oscillations. This method is then replicated in a
fuzzy PD scheme and is automated through the capability of a “generational” tuning
using evolutionary algorithm.
Fuzzy logic controllers (FLCs) are rule-based systems which are designed around a fuzzy
rule base (RB) related through an inference engine by means of fuzzy implication and
compositional procedures. RBs are normally formulated in linguistic terms, in the form
of if . . . then rules which can be driven through various techniques. Fundamentally, the
correct choice of the membership functions of the linguistic set defines the performance
of an FLC. In this context, a three rule-base fuzzy mapping using Macvicar-Whelan
matrix has been incorporated in this scheme to reduce the computational cost, and
to avoid firing of redundant rules. The EA-Fuzzy strategy is proven to overcome the
limitation of conventional optimisation which may be trapped in local minima, as the
optimisation problem is often multi-modal.
The second objective of the thesis is the development of a novel advanced model-
free predictive control (MFPC) system for DSTATCOMs through a deterministic non-
gradient algorithm. The new method uses its “look-ahead” feature to predict and
propose solutions to anticipated power quality problems before they occur. A describ-
ing function augmented DSTATCOM regime is so arranged in a closed-loop fashion to
locate limit cycles for settling the systems nonlinearities in a model-free zone. Predic-
tive control is performed upon the online generated input-output data-set through the
power of a non-gradient simplex algorithm. The strategy is to boycott the usage of a
system model which is often based on gradient information and may thus be trapped
in a local optimum or hindered by noisy data.
As a model-free technique, the resultant system offers the advantage of reduction in
system modelling or identification, which is often inaccurate, and also in computa-
tional load, since it operates directly on raw data from a direct online procession while
at the same time dealing with a partially known system normally encountered in a
practical industrial problem. Steady-state and dynamic simulations of both control
and simulation models in Matlab/Simulink environment demonstrate the superiority
of the new model-free approach over the traditional trial-and-error based methods.
The method has been varified to offer faster response speed and shorter settling time
at zero overshoot when compared to existing methods.
A SimPowerSystems software simulation model is also developed to check experimen-
tal validity of the designs. Where specific PQ problems such as harmonics distortion,
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voltage swells, voltage sags and flicker are solved. A noticeable record level of THD
reduction to 0.04% and 0.05% has respectively been achieved. It is therefore safe to
recommend to the industry the implementation of this model-free predictive control
scheme at the distribution level. As the distribution system metamorphoses into decen-
tralised smart grid featuring connectivity of virtual power plants mostly through power
electronic converters, e.g., DSTATCOM, it stands to benefit from the full Volt-VAR
automated controllability of the MFPCs low control rate.
Based on CAutoD, the practical implementation of this technique is made possible
through digital prototyping within the real-time workshop to automatically generate
C or C++ codes from Simulink, which executes continuous and discrete time models
directly on a vast range of computer applications. Its overall wired closed-loop struc-
ture with the DSTATCOM would offer reliable and competitive advantages over its
PID and SVC (CAD-based) counterparts currently being implemented through phys-
ical prototyping, in terms of; quick product-to-market pace, reduced hardwire size,
small footprint, maintenance free as it is model-free (and automated), where pickling
the controller timers and model contingencies are unnecessary as would be with the
conventional controllers. More importantly, the scheme performs the aforementioned
control functions robustly at a high speed in the range of 0.005→ 0.01 seconds. High
enough to capture and deal with any ensuing PQ problem emanating from changes
in customer’s load and system disturbances in an environmentally friendly, but less
grid-friendly renewable generators.
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Chapter 1
Introduction
1.1 Power Quality Control Problems in Distribu-
tion Networks
Rapid advances in more environmentally-friendly smart-grid technologies are influenc-
ing the 21st century leading economies such as the US, China, and Europe to shift from
the 20th century electric grid. As these economies become flamboyant and so has the
utility of electricity intensified as a catalyst for economic growth among these nations.
With transmission and distribution networks still serving as critical link between elec-
tric generators and their consumers, the technological sophistication garnered so far
does not match the consumer’s power quality and reliability demands. Hence, it is
about time to transform the current grid (often referred to as “dumb-grid”) which has
been around since 1930s into a smart-grid (Brown 2008).
A centralised grid for instance, aids much transmission and distribution congestion
that makes it more inefficient and unreliable. Additionally, there is a contentious
risk for failure to meet peak demand periods often served by inefficient power plants
operating over a very short period of time (a few hours-per-year). These factors,
added to increased power consumption due to population growth further stretch the
traditional grid to its limits, raising serious concerns on economic impact of blackouts
and interruptions being witnessed today. These have been estimated to costing the
US’s economy in excess of $100 billion per annum as in (Partners 2009). While most
recently (31st of July, 2012), the Indian grids failure which affected half of the country
with hundreds of millions hit by power cut caused by excessive power absorption,
leading to massive snags in rail transport and medical facilities.
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In fact, the grid transformation stir has already began with the emergence of a host of
smart energy devices and systems, capable of dramatically enhancing grid efficiency,
reliability and security at reduced tariffs, as well as promote green (clean) power gen-
eration. Smart energy, entails digital information technology application to electrical
power network optimisation. Whereas, smart grid is the result of applying such tech-
nology to generate, transmit, and distribute electrical power to the customer through
its various building blocks namely: conventional and cutting edge engineering facili-
ties, smart meters, sensors and intelligent control devices, information technology, a
two way communication system that enables the customer re-sale excess energy de-
mand back to the grid, a rechergeable point for electric vehicles (EVs), and other
features as characterized in (Amin & Wollenberg 2005). It has been estimated that,
the potential benefits realisable from such transformation over the next 20 years would
substantially increase productivity and GDP growth, cut carbon emission and improve
national security, again (Partners 2009).
The distribution system is relatively perceived as an interface between the bulk and
the custom powers, whose control objective is to strike a balance between the two
for maintaining continuous healthy operation of the system. A good distribution con-
trol system is therefore expected to enhance the overall system efficiency through loss
reduction and power quality control. Presently, distribution system equipment such
as the tap changing transformers, synchronous machines, capacitor banks, static volt-
ampere-reactive compensators (SVCs), and many other flexible ac transmission sys-
tems (FACTS) controllers at device level, including DSTATCOM are being applied
for such control. However, there are numerous challenges facing the area at the mo-
ment in terms of the smart-grid de-centralizing functionality which include: voltage
and reactive power compensation (now known as Volt-VAR optimisation); distribu-
tion system automation (DSA); power factor correction (PF); phase current balancing;
integrate-able low loss transformers (to improve efficiency), distributed resources (typ-
ically, between 1kW - 50MW), and dispersed energy storage facilities (normally sited
at consumer loads), which call for radical change in the type of controllers designed in
these equipment for general system power quality improvement.
To understand this phenomenon, the losses regarding distribution lines and transform-
ers have been classified into resistive and reactive components. While, resistive load
losses are unvoidable, reactive load losses which emanate from capacitive and inductive
circuit properties (cancelling each other) can be avoided. In a very large quantity, the
reactive power increases distribution line currents being responsible for further energy
losses. The distribution transformers often operate at efficiency higher than 98%, thus
making their core losses negligible. However, transmission and distribution system
losses together constitute 9% of the total from generation to the consumer’s feeder.
Out of this figure only 2− 3% of the losses is attributable to the feeder lines and cou-
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pling transformers. These are now generally regarded as the main causes of waveform
deformations resulting into the so called power quality (PQ) problems.
There are various academic groups in the world presently researching into DSTATCOM
control of power quality problems. In particular, with the current wave of smart grid
evolution, a number of multinational eletricity companies are actively investing into
DSTATCOM technologies with the hope of integrating such within the smart grid
context. These companies include Hitachi Europe, S & C Electric Company, ABB,
Siemens, Schneider, and GE. Addressing the issue of the Volt-VAR compensation in
relation to solving the PQ problem at the distribution network is the theme of this
thesis.
The PQ problem has often been defined in relation to the deformations in sinusoidal
waveforms of supply voltages or load currents given at fundamental frequency, whose
amplitude is the same as the rated rms value in a three phase system. Where these de-
formations result in creating harmonics and interharmonics of the fundamental waves,
they can cause serious deviations in system’s normal behaviour as in (Dugan et al.
2003), (Chapman 2001a) and (IEEE 1993). The PQ phenomenon could also assume a
combination of all possible scenarios in a multi-facetted manner, for instance, it could
emanate from the utilities as voltage quality problem, normally triggered by integrating
distributed resources (DRs) like wind turbine generators which produce incessant volt-
age and power fluctuations in a feeble grid (Bajpai & Gupta 2008). It may also emerge
as current quality problems as a result of logging sensitive nonlinear loads onto the sys-
tem such as, electric arc furnaces and computing devices which are capable of drawing
non sinusoidal currents from sinusoidal source voltages. The third source could intrin-
sically appear from the inverter devices (e.g., DVR, DSTATCOM, UPFC, etc) meant
to mitigate the PQ issue (IEEE 1993), (Thakare et al. 2009). A typical menace on the
effects of PQ when sensitive computing equipment were first introduced, was reported
to have infested early installations with haphazard failures. This paved the way for
ANSI to come up with IEEE standard 446 defining the limits within which equipment
should operate continuously without failure or interruption (Chapman 2001a).
This thesis will present a short list of power quality problems, their characteristics,
and the traditional methods used to solve them in Table 1.1. The practical scope of
this work is restricted to studying voltage sags, voltage swells, flicker and harmonic
distortion. All these are solvable through DSTATCOM. Note that when DSTATCOM
is inclusively used in harmonic correction it is often referred to as a shunt-active filter
(Sannino et al. 2003).
It is observed from Table 1.1 that, the traditional solutions used to improve PQ are
largely static. While these problems can vary from half of a cycle (0.01 sec) to one
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Table 1.1: A Summary of PQ Problems: Nature and Solutions
(Chapman 2001a)
PQ Problems Characteristics Solutions
Impulsive Transients Sudden change in voltage
and current signals in
steady state.
Filters, Isolation
Transformers, and Surge
Arresters.
Oscillatory Transients Sudden change in voltage
and current signals at
(< 5 to > 500 kHz).
Filters, Isolation
Transformers, and Surge
Arresters.
Voltage Sags 0.1− 0.9 Decrease in Per
unit RMS Value at 0.5
cycles to 1 min.
DSTATCOMs, UPS,
Ferroresonant
Transformers, and
Backup Generators.
Voltage Swells 1.1− 1.8 Increase in Per
unit RMS Value at 0.5
cycles to 1 min.
DSTATCOMs, UPS,
Ferroresonant
Transformers, and
Backup Generators.
Over/Undervoltages > 110% Increase and
< 90% Decrease in RMS
voltage for > 1 min.
Voltage Regulators and
Ferroresonant
Transformers.
Harmonic Distortion Refer to IEEE Std
519− 1992 for allowed
THD (±5%) and TDD
(±10%).
DSTATCOM as an
Active Filter, Passive
Filters and Ferroresonant
Transformers.
Voltage Flicker Variation in Magnitude
with frequency.
DSTATCOMs and SVCs.
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minute, the fastest solution should offer a bandwidth much lower than 0.01 seconds.
This explains the reason for the failure of the static VAR compensator (SVC) which
has been in operation at the distribution level since the 1930s. Although, they are still
active at the transmission corridor where the span is much longer and hence requiring
longer intervention speeds. Their application to both corridors actually continued until
the 1980s with the introduction of the FACTS devices and their custom power devices
(CPD) offerings from (Hingorani 1991).
The main problem of the SVC has been attributed to their slow response time, large
footprints and high costs. Soon enough were the custom power devices introduced, the
distribution static compensator (DSTATCOM) took over SVC’s control functions at
the distribution corridor for over three decades. The DSTATCOM can offer the needed
bandwidth to cover the range for most of the PQ problems quoted above. However, one
major drawback distinctive to DSTATCOMs has to do with the manually tuned linear
control structures they are currently based on. To effectively improve the functionality
of DSTATCOM to meet the demands of the 21st century grid, this thesis will investigate
a set of challenges facing it with highlighted possible solutions.
1.2 The Challenges Facing DSTATCOM
Most of the techniques applied to curb PQ problems using DSTATCOM are de-
signed upon trial-and-error tuning (i.e., Ziegler-Nichols) as in the proportional-integral-
derivative (PID) control (A˚stro¨m & Ha¨gglund 2001). Although the methods have been
successful over time, these however do not provide the control unification required to
diversify a single controller and achieve unlimited multiple solutions (Li et al. 2004).
The following section will identify challenges that need to be addressed before develop-
ing any meaningful solutions to the projected complexities of future distribution grid
control.
1.2.1 Rating the DSTATCOM
This is a challenge for economic reasons from the manufacturers perspective, in that
DSTATCOM ratings should be based on voltage deviations at the point of common
coupling (PCC) rather than on the magnitude of the load. Equipment manufacturers
often include a mismatch between equipment rating and the actual plant rating, so that
compensation devices (i.e. DSTATCOM) would have to do extra amount of work to
perform some mitigation functions. Consequently, control system designers can reverse
this challenge through innovative control designs by trying to improve the ride-through
capabilities of DSTATCOM.
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1.2.2 Intrinsic Harmonic Generation
Self harmonic contribution nature of the DSTATCOM poses the other challenge. Mod-
ular design approaches have been successful in the past at the expense of space and
cost to tackle this challenge. Similarly, the use of H-bridge and multilevel converters
has also been used to manage the effect of total harmonic distortion (THD) and im-
prove PQ control to considerable levels. However, they are disadvantaged mostly for
their off-line implementation involving dedicated simulation studies based solely on ap-
proximated linear models. In order to reflect real-time characteristics of a distribution
system, serious consideration of nonlinear model simulations has to be made, which
must also include reasonable choice of a modulation index (M) that could substan-
tially counter the switching effect of the commutative insulated gate bipolar transistor
(IGBT) switches. As a known fact, a high value (M ≈ 1) is normally recommended
since it produces smooth output response which means law internal harmonics, but at
the same time increases the system gain which causes overshoot. Therefore, there has
to be some careful trade-offs while making the control decisions. Substantial reduction
of the THD content must remain within the 5% allowed by the IEEE 519 standard.
1.2.3 Extrinsic Harmonic Generation
The fact that modern customer’s loads are majorly becoming more sensitive and non-
linear in nature means these constitute one source of external harmonics generation.
The integration of distributed-generation (DG) systems as renewable energy sources
(RES) coupled with neighbouring operational equipment such as protective relays and
circuit breakers constitute another. These components continuously keep shifting the
operating points of the system and at the same time imposing model parameteric
changes. Thus, the conventional controllers which are mostly designed upon linear
modelling and manual tuning would not be able to reject all the disturbances at once.
This trend would lead to steady state malfunctioning of the network. To reverse this
challenge, tuning of DSTATCOM controller will be considered in this thesis.
1.2.4 Control of the Switching Angle
One most important challenge in DSTATCOM is the optimisation of its input con-
trol signal. Effectiveness of any control scheme applied is a measure of its ability to
control desired variables with optimal and yet minimal control effort. This can be
easily achieved in an open-loop approximated linear model control, if the plant and
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its environment present no uncertainty. It rather becomes difficult in practice, as the
power system being controlled is nonlinear, especially from an online perspective re-
quiring regular updates. In this situation, a significant reduction in the magnitude of
the control variable is assumed due to switching nonlinearities. Conversely, a larger
control effort is often necessary to compensate for deficit in the desired output. To face
this challenge, a fast optimisation algorithm needs to be sought through a carefully
chosen performance index extensively designed to deal with the system error plus the
derivative of the error to optimise the control output, i.e., the switching angle.
1.2.5 Heuristic Rule-Based and Other Solutions
Fuzzy logic controllers (FLCs) are rule-based systems which are applicable to poorly
understood nonlinear systems, occasionally controlled by human operators without
knowledge of their underlying dynamics. The major building block of an FLC system
is fuzzy rule base (RB) related through an inference engine by means of a fuzzy im-
plication and compositional procedure. The RB is normally formulated in linguistic
terms, in the form of if. . . then rules, and there are various techniques for deriving them.
Generally, the correct choice of membership functions for the linguistic variable plays a
significant role in the performance of an FLC within the chosen universe of discourse,
by providing perfect representation of the expert’s knowledge through robust linguistic
control rules (Herrera et al. 1995).
Manual trial-and-error design methods have been the first traditional ways of design-
ing fuzzy controllers. The approach relies on the development of rule bases from the
expert’s knowledge data base. These schemes are normally indirectly (non-automated
mode) used as supervisory controllers at high level (as in a distribution system), while
low-level controllers are assigned to the plant’s stabilization needs. Successful appli-
cations of assorted fuzzy controllers have been recorded after its discovery by Lotfi A.
Zadeh in 1965. For example, (Li & Ha¨ule 1996) have used it in the area of fuzzy control
in conjunction with PID, using genetic algorithm (GA) as well as simulated annealing
(SA) based parameter tuning. Optimisation problems have also been respectively tack-
led via GA, SA and nonlinear model predictive control (NMPC) by (Li 1995) and (Li
& Ha¨ule 1996). The work of Procyk and Mamdani, (1979); Yamazaki, (1994); Brown
and Harith, (1994) and Noriega and Wang, (1998) have covered the implementation of
self organising and self tuning adaptive neuro-fuzzy inference system (ANFIS). Other
miscellaneous examples comprising of learning neuro-fuzzy controllers, classified sys-
tems, information retrieval and data base querying, pattern recognition and image
processing have all been developed by Ichimura et al., (1995); Fukada et al., (1993);
(Herrera et al. 1995); and Alexandra et al., (2008). However, in its application to power
systems, a comprehensive overview presented in Tomsovic, (2000) has categorised the
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scope to; power system stability (PSS), flexible ac transmission systems (FACTS) de-
vices in the form of thyrister and static VAR compensator control, induction motor
control, variable speed drive control, and PWM inverter control of a wind energy con-
version system. Unfortunately, these solutions failed to deliver the required results in
a distribution system which is ever increasing in complexity with contending nonlinear
characteristics. This may be due to poor system designs or inherent inability to deal
with such nonlinearities.
1.3 Proposed Solutions to PQ Problems
To properly account for these nonlinearities and overcome these challenges, this thesis
advances two developments for DSTATCOM control.
1.3.1 Automation of Rule-Based Designs
Fuzzy logic can use linguistic or knowledge base to describe control surfaces in a con-
tinuous manner as against the bi-logical way of describing them in classical control
methods, to tackle complex nonlinear control systems. An intelligent learning loop will
thus be included as an outer supervisory loop in addition to the existing feedback loop
for automation design as well as for online control. This will be achieved by extending
the manual CAD simulator to computer-automated-design (CAutoD) designer in this
thesis.
1.3.2 Model Predictive Control
Model predictive control relies on a dynamic model and online optimisation based on
this model, instead of a rule base. This way, a complex nonlinear control problem can
be simplified for online operation. A prediction scheme, however, can be integrated
directly with the system I/O data and hence offer direct online control sequences with-
out recourse to model presence. This scheme is thus termed “model-free predictive
control” (MFPC) e.g., (Barry & Wang 2004). For PQ control applications, MFPC can
be effective with a low control effort on the switching pattern of the converter IGBT
switches at high switching frequencies. Given a right step-size, the method can also
improve setpoint following performance and drastically reduce the THD on the output
waveform. A new DSTATCOM control design scheme will be developed in the thesis
to remove the need for costly multilevel implementations.
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1.4 Contributions of the Thesis
1. This thesis investigates the viability of an improved conventional PD control
design for DSTATCOM for the first time, and establishes that re-routing the
derivative term through the feedback path produces a more efficient controller
with a new value for the filter coefficient. Application of a number of manual
tuning techniques during the design process accords the realisation of the initial
control parameters needed for intelligent control implementation using fuzzy logic
control in a nonlinear model.
2. The new PD scheme is then realised in a fuzzy controller based on a simplified
Macvicar-Whelan matrix of a three-by-three ruled base. This is also the first time
such design was applied in DSTATCOM control. Its closed-loop performance
proved superior to both conventional PI and PD controllers in terms of setpoint
following and disturbance rejection.
3. In the bid to automate the DSTATCOM controller design, the functionality of
the manual CAD of FPD was extended to an EA based CAutoD scheme. The
design engineer has an option of choosing between a set of multiple objectives
and come up with controllers suitable for a control scenario at hand.
4. Finally, a novel model-free predictive controller is designed to overcome the sys-
tem identification expenses experienced in conventional MPC schemes. In a di-
rect online predictive scheme, the controller uses an a-priori simplex non-gradient
algorithm in solving power quality problems with dispatch. Its model-free, non-
gradient features make it unique from all other techniques in applying current
control signals to predict future profile of the control variable.
1.5 Thesis Outline
In Chapter 2, a review of DSTATCOM control is performed. It covered applications
of both conventional and artificial intelligence based techniques. It begins by laying a
foundation on DSTATCOMs system configuration and model analysis in the steady-
state before actually dealing with existing control challenges and their possible future
solutions. Following a review on the tuning concepts of Zeigler-Nichols and Cohen-
Coon in traditional PID control, explanations are given on the tuning methods used
for rule-based, EAs in an adaptive setup, and model predictive control designs.
In Chapter 3, a working model is validated using neural network training tool where the
model error is determined as a necessary step to efficient controller design. To achieve
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an optimum system design, the nonlinear plant is first linearised and simulated in open-
loop around a number of established operating points using its first order Taylor expan-
sion upon which the current designs are based. A comparative analysis is performed on
the traditional P-I-D structures in DSTATCOM and their effects presented. Several
tuning methods aimed at improving the PID are also explored. Integrator wind-up
and derivative-kick issues as well as known sources for concern in PID controllers are
investigated. The derivative-kick is remedied by re-routing the derivative term with a
filter coefficient through the feedback path to form the PI-D structure. By zeroing the
integrator, the improved PD term is then used to develop a fuzzy PD controller for
evolutionary designs in Chapter 4.
Chapter 4 studies and evaluates the practical viability of an off-line simplified three
ruled-base fuzzy system design which will eventually have its parameters accessed and
updated through an EA based CAutoD interface. With this arrangement, the DSTAT-
COM should be able to practically commute reactive power compensation with the
network and reduce the THD from the waveforms online, which will be demonstrated
in Chapter 6. By way of automating the procedure, the chapter presents a way of
extending the CAD simulator to a CAutoD designer.
In Chapter 5, a novel model-free predictive controller for direct online DSTATCOM
optimisation is developed as an optional smart solution to power quality problems. The
new scheme is based on the operating principles of traditional MPC control used in a
supervisory mode. The chapter also discusses the major advantages offered by such
scheme which made it suitable to distribution system control application. Rigorous
tests concerning some parametric tuning effects initially performed on the model-based
technique leading to the new model-free design are fully discussed. An experimental
model is also developed in this chapter from the SimPowerSystems software simulations.
Chapter 6 compares all the control methodologies advanced in the previous chapters
in terms of their dynamic performance, i.e., setpoint following, rise time, and over-
shoots. In this chapter, a comparison of the performance of the chosen index with
other measures of merit will be made, with correlations between time and frequency
domain functions of the error and the error derivative inputs graphically established.
The superiority of the novel MFPC technique will also be demonstrated and supported
with tabular arguments. A final closed-loop system validation is performed to show
a dramatic fit between the MFPC control scheme and the SimPowerSystems based
simulation model.
In Chapter 7, conclusions of the thesis are presented with a highlight for further work.
Particularly, the issues of integrating neural networks and fuzzy logic to the model-free
concept are analysed. By way of conclusion, the chapter recommends the evolutionary
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MFPC technique to the industry for its model-free reliance, fast computations, small
foot-prints, low harmonics vis-a-vis low carbon emission, as well as cost effectiveness.
Thus, giving an overall improvement in the ride-through capability of DSTATCOM to
counter the major challenges surrounding it as listed in Section 1.2.
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Chapter 2
Review of DSTATCOM Control for
PQ Problems
2.1 Introduction
This chapter presents an overview on existing DSTATCOM technology and explores
all the available control designs with their advantages and disadvantages in solving
power quality problems. DSTATCOM system configuration coupled with its control
challenges and trends have been extensively reviewed as relating conventional, rule
based and modern control techniques. The chapter has also laid down a preamble
to investigating modern and advanced intelligent controllers for optimal designs of
DSTATCOM control used for this thesis. The difficulties of the existing techniques
were subsequently evaluated and followed by recommendations on why evolutionary
controllers are more suitable in solving PQ problems. A review table covering a ten-
year period of various controllers applied to solving PQ problems through DSTATCOM
has also been drafted in support of this research.
2.2 System Configuration
DSTATCOM is a shunt device configured through; IGBT switches with a range of
frequencies between 2− 4kHz, a coupling transformer, a dc capacitor link, and an ex-
ternal controller. Fundamentally, the voltage source converter generates controllable
ac voltage source from stored energy in the dc capacitor link which appears behind
the coupling reactance. Because the dc energy storage is shallow, it is thus not pos-
sible to exchange real power with the network. However, reactive power exchange is
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accomplished by either injecting or absorbing reactive current at the point of common
coupling (PCC) through the coupling reactance. Thus, the DSTATCOM can oper-
ate as an inductor when |V i| < |V o| or a capacitor when |V i| > |V o|. But, there
is no DSTATCOM action needed in a steady state operation for |V i| = |V o|. These
exchanges improvise for any voltage deficiency that may have occured as a result of
dynamic reactive load demands or systemic disturbances. Despite lack of active power
exchange, yet a small phase angle needs to be maintained between the ac supply and
DSTATCOM output voltages to replenish the real power component necessary for
guarding against losses (Singh et al. 2006). Through complicated electronic circuits
based on for example, instantaneous power balance theory (Bukata 2010), measure-
ments of current, voltage, and power are performed and fed-back for comparison with
some pre-determined reference values as in appendix D. The differences, otherwise
called error signals are passed on to the controller. The controller takes corrective
decisions and then sends out a control command (α) onto the switching pattern of the
DSTATCOM which issues a stabilised output voltage illustrated in Figure 2.1.
Figure 2.1: Shunt DSTATCOM with a PI controller
2.3 PQ Challenges and Trends
Superiority of DSTATCOM over the static VAR compensator as a practical solution
to power quality issues cannot be overemphasized. Although both perform the same
functions, DSTATCOM generates more reactive power at lower voltage ranges because
its maximum capacitive power generation decreases linearly with system voltage. Thus,
guaranteeing rapid response (< 10ms) to faults at higher capacitive reactive power and
zero-delay. While, this variation goes proportional to the square of the voltage in SVC
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and takes about 40ms due to thyrister switching. These advantages, added to small
footprint and low cost, make the DSTATCOM practically more attractive than the
SVC (Hingorani 1991).
Since its discovery as a custom power device (CPD) along with DVR and UPFC in 1980
by EPRI, DSTATCOM has gained wide applications (due largely to its commutative
ability provided by the IGBT switches) at the custom and distribution voltage levels,
and as a statcom at the transmission corridor (Hingorani 1991). Through the years,
several schemes have been employed in DSTATCOM control using classical methods
as in (Sanchez et al. 2009); (Ndubuka 2011); (Fan et al. 2009); and (George & Mishra
2009); and modern control theories, see for instance (Pal & Swarup 2008); (Jung et al.
2003); (Jouanne 2001); (Selvan & Anita 2011); and (Goyal 2008). A recent survey
revealed that the proportional and integral (PI) controllers are now generally being
applied for inner and outer DSTATCOM control loops (Bukata & Li 2011). The
dominance is largely because bulk of industrial PID users appreciate more simplicity
and short term profit maximisation objective rather than economies of scales and profit
maximisation objectives in the long term (Ang 2005).
In challenging the survival of the traditional PI controllers in a smart grid setting,
over 25 papers were recently delivered at a smart grid symposium at University of
Strathclyde in Glasgow. Aimed at evaluating prospects of potential energy devices in
terms of smart grids operations and control. With greater academic research attention
now being focused in this area, research and development (R&D) projects towards
this goal have been soaring since 2001 as initiated by EPRI Intelligrid (Brown 2008).
Other recent contributors include some large corporations such as ABB, Siemens, S
& C Electric Company, and Hitachi Europe. All in their bid to integrate distributed
generation (DG) and renewable energy sources (RES) onto the distribution grid at a
pilot scheme within the UK using DSTATCOM, in accordance with the EU 20−20−20
goals in climate change (Engineering 2011).
However, the design trend here, at which those corporations failed short to envision
entails developing intelligent DSTATCOM module through evolutionary algorithms
and advanced control methods for optimum voltage regulation at the PCC. This design
must be able to automatically handle optimal reactive power exchange with the network
to adequately resolve PQ issues as may be presented by integrating DGs and RES to
it. The combination of these two tasks is currently being referred to as Volt-VAR
optimisation in the smart-grid circle. As a central theme to my thesis, I intend to face
the challenge through a ground-breaking research of advanced evolutionary algorithms
(EA) based “ft3pak” developed at the University of Glasgow by intelligent systems
group, and simulate the world’s first model-free predictive DSTATCOM controller.
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2.4 Existing PQ Control Schemes
Static VAR compensators in conjunction with capacitor banks, recloser circuit breakers
and surge arresters have for over sixty years been used to solve transient related PQ
issues (Elnady & Salama 2005). The solution was improved by introducing DSTAT-
COM in 1980 to intervene in both transient and steady state network operations.
The steady-state is one at which tougher PQ disturbances like sags, flicker and har-
monic distortions tend to maximize network attacks. A detailed literature reporting on
DSTATCOM control along other FACTS devices using standard simulation packages
such as MATLAB, PSCAD, and EMTDC can be found (Singh et al. 2008). However,
the soring cost of PQ problems are becoming unbearable to the customers, utilities and
other stake holders in the power sector. It has been reported that poor PQ annually
costs EU industry and commerce, and the US economy about e10 and $100 billion,
respectively (Chapman 2001b). Hence, the search for more cost effective and robust
DSTATCOM controllers capable of providing the required ride through for the future
grid soon escallated. In the following sections, an overview of the control strategies
applied in DSTATCOM for improving PQ and their undermining difficulties for the
period 2001− 2011 is presented. Altogether, 54 such references were reported (Bukata
& Li 2011).
2.4.1 PID Control
The proportional-integral-derivative controller has gained popularity in idustrial appli-
cations since the inception of Elmer’s ship autopilot in 1911 (Ang 2005). This success
was particularly attributed to its ease of implementation and accessible user friendly
Ziegler-Nichols (ZN) tuning criteria. The reader is again referred to (Ang 2005) for a
comprehensive list of patented PID tuning rules. As determinants of continuous sys-
tem operation and its ability to reject disturbance, stability and robustness are the two
most desirable tuning objectives to be realized in any control routine. Although these
conditions may differ from linear to nonlinear systems, starting at no-load to full-load
conditions. So far, the only PID application recently made in the open literature for
studying control performance of the DSTATCOM was presented by (Xing-ping et al.
2009). In chapter 3, I revisited the use of some of these techniques in various PID
design architectures with the aim of exploring their performances and lay a basis for
my evolutionary designs. This makes the choice of an efficient tuning method prudent
in this work, for which Table 2.1 is dubbed to give a summary guide on the efficiencies
of these types of techniques.
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Table 2.1: Summary Guide to Traditional Tuning Techniques
Chapman (2001a)
Tuning Technique Advantages Disdvantages
Manual Possible online and
requires no maths.
First-hand experience is
required.
Zieglar-Nichols Possible online and it is
well proven.
Trial-and-error based,
often very aggressive and
causes process upset.
Cohen-Coon Applicable on good
process models.
Possible oﬄine, restricted
to first-order plants, and
requires some maths.
Software Tools Possible online or oﬄine.
Often incorporates sensor
and actuator analysis.
Simulation is possible
before download
Very costly and involves
training.
2.4.2 Fuzzy Logic Control
Fuzzy logic control is an aspect of computational intelligence which was first introduced
as fuzzy set theory by Lotfi Zadeh in 1965. It was later applied by Mamdani to motor
control in 1974. Since then fuzzy control has found significant application in various
engineering capacity including the power industry. A bibliography on applications of
fuzzy set theory in power systems from 1994− 2001 is covered in (Bansal 2003). The
ability to deal with time-varying or complex and nonlinear systems, in which human
experience is significant gives it an edge over loads of conventional methods. Various
regimes of fuzzy-PI, fuzzy-PD and neuro-fuzzy controllers have been successfully de-
veloped for the DSTATCOM to solve PQ problems, for example; (Bano et al. 2010),
(Deniz et al. 2010), (Zhu et al. 2009), (Xu et al. 2010), and (Coteli et al. 2011). The
reader is here referred to (Chowdhury 1998) for a list of successful applications of fuzzy
control.
Despite these qualities, fuzzy controllers still suffer an inherently massive drawback
due to manual tuning. This attracted proponents of fuzzy control applications to use
various evolutionary techniques, particularly genetic algorithms (GAs) as a means for
optimising fuzzy production rules and membership functions as demonstrated by (Ng
1995). However, a few exceptions like the neuro-fuzzy breed exhibits some automation
features in the form of self-tuning mechanism. A more serious drawback evident in fuzzy
systems application is in prohibitive computational burden to large rule base (RB). The
RB tends to increase exponentially with increase in the number of inputs, especially in
that all rules would normally have to fire (Passino 1998). These disadvantages rather
made fuzzy control application to power system distasteful.
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2.4.3 Artificial Neural Networks
Neural networks (NN) can be used as controllers through multi-layered or single-layered
perceptron networks for function approximations. Back-propagation algorithm and its
variants serve as the main basis for training the perceptrons. The configuration is
placed in either feedback or feedforward loop of the desired control system. However,
care must be taken during training to ensure that there is no mismatch between the
network of the perceptron and the training data as it would hinder the system from
being adoptive to new situation i.e., generalization. Neural networks are matured in
power systems application as intelligent nonlinear emulators based on the popular black
box concept of input-output relationships. They are equipped with training algorithms
which enhances their learning capacity to perform as closely as possible, the set ex-
ample, through fixed “weights” and “bias” terms from (Li & Ha¨ule 1996). They have
particularly been used around the world in power systems for load forecasting function
(Yang et al. 2007). Despite this wide applicability, NN exhibits a large permutation
of training parameters which causes snag during feedforward time-series forecasting
that is not conducive for “generalization”. This criterion increases the sensitivity of
the network to a number of choices e.g. size of training sets as detailed in (Alvas da
Silva 2002). Nevertheless, applications particular to power quality control using the
DSTATCOM are reported in (Yang et al. 2007), (Karami et al. 2008), (Singh et al.
2005), and (Srivastava et al. 2009). However, the controllers designed using the NN
scheme are often good for tolerating small perturbations only. Conversely, they have
limited capacity to providing global control in a complex smart grid setting. Hence,
the search for advanced control techniques such as the model predictive control (MPC)
introduced below become imperative. Such a technique offers ideal responses to large
perturbations and are reserved as the main contribution of this thesis.
2.4.4 Model Predictive Control
Model predictive control (MPC) has been recognised as the only more advanced control
strategy than the well established PID control to be relevant for industrial applications.
It has changed the ways industrial control systems were developed as well as conducting
research activities in the area (Lawrynczuk 2007). Better known in slow petrochemical
industry applications, the MPC is now gaining high penetration into other sectors as
an advanced control technique due to the boost in modern high speed digital processors
(Maciejoweski 2002). Its unique features of low control update rates, handling actuator
constraints and the ability to operate complex control systems closer to their limits
makes it suitable for online applications. In PQ prediction, the current DSTATCOM
outputs are subjected to some reference signal values based on past inputs in order to
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calculate future outputs. This way, any waveform anomaly would have been anticipated
and corrected before a disturbance occurs to the customers device. Although there was
no serious application of the MPC throughout the literature for PQ control. However,
the single application based on Smith predictor on harmonic prediction control for time
delay realization and cancellation in DSTATCOM has been reported (Ruixiang et al.
2009).
Table 2.2 is presented at this point showing the pattern of control solutions applied
to various PQ problems through DSTATCOM from 2001− 2011 (Bukata & Li 2011).
Based on its advantages and for the fact that it has never been used in the open
literature for PQ control marks my motivation for using the MPC in this thesis.
Table 2.2: Controllers Applied to PQ Problems between 2001-2011
(Bukata & Li 2011)
(Refer to Table 1.1 for Details on PQ Problems)
hhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhPQ Problem
Controller
PID PI PD FPI FPD NN MPC
Transients 4 4 8 4 8 8 8
Interruptionss 8 4 8 8 8 8 8
Sags/Swells 8 4 8 4 8 4 8
Over/Under Voltages 8 4 8 4 8 8 8
Harmonic Distortion 8 4 8 8 8 4 8
Flicker 8 4 8 8 8 4 8
2.5 Summary
This chapter presented the working principle of DSTATCOM and its associated control
methods. An exhaustive literature review concerning the control applications has been
fully covered for the period 2001-2011. The literature shows that DSTATCOM has
replaced the SVC as the most widely used among the custom power devices, it derives
its universal acceptance for model flexibility, cost effectiveness, small footprint and
rapid response characteristics. While the literature suggests a large amount of research
work conducted using modern and artificial intelligence techniques, the DSTATCOM
embellishes the simplicity and user friendly features of embedded PI controllers to its
PQ functions. In other words, the PI controller is the only practically viable regime
found today providing PQ solutions. This is particularly true because most of the other
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schemes cited are poorly designed, and are either cost ineffective in implementation or
have high computational burden problem.
Moreover, the PI currently in vogue, being a linear controller is quite inappropriate for
an increasingly complex and nonlinear smart distribution grid application. This may
explain the reason why the academic proponents of the smart grid concepts maintain
that the 20th century grid can no longer fit the 21st century grid demands. The trend
increases research activities focused towards the development of smart energy devices
through virtual power plants (VPP) which will ensure delivery of optimum voltage
profiles to the customer’s equipment with increased system reliability and stability in
the most cost effective way.
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Chapter 3
DSTATCOM System Analysis
3.1 Introduction
In chapter 2, it is recognised that because of their common non-automated character-
istics, the rule-based and existing PID controllers are deficient in handling nonlinear
plants such as DSTATCOMs which have continually changing operating points. This
fact encouraged research activity into the future of the PID from (A˚stro¨m & Ha¨gglund
2001). The Ziegler-Nichols tuning technique this is built upon has particularly served
as a major disadvantage for its practical limitations. Consequently, several tuning
methods were advanced towards ameliorating these limitations see for instance, (Ng
1995); (Li & Ha¨ule 1996) and (Feng 2000). In this chapter, a thorough analysis of the
DSTATCOM and its associated control structures is performed, where a table of sys-
tem parameters was constructed from calculations defining all the static and dynamic
components used for the design. An attempt has been made to improve PID tuning
capability in line with optimum control system design objectives. This is preceded by
analysis on a working model validation using neural network training tool in which the
model error is determined as a necessary step to efficient controller design. A compre-
hensive analysis of the system states is performed in the steady state to ascertain a
congruent model behaviour that will match real system. Modest formulation relating
all parameters partaining to dynamic and static components in the system are outlined.
The nonlinear plant was initially linearised and simulated in open-loop around some
established operating points using its first order Taylor expansion. Consequently giving
rise to the first PID parameter set needed for my future designs to be calculated via
closed-loop system simulation. Further investigations confirmed the integrator wind-
up and derivative-kick as another source for concern in PID control design (Li et al.
2004). Hence, I reconsidered the derivative-kick and proposed a remedy by re-routing
the derivative term with a new filter coefficient through the feedback path to form the
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PI-D structure as in (Banzhaf 2000). The improved PD loop extract which was found
to be faster with lesser ripples has been adopted in developing my fuzzy PD controller
for evolutionary designs in chapter 4.
3.2 Open-Loop Analysis
Reference to appendix Figure A.1, which assumes DSTATCOM connected to a stiff bus
capable of handling distant load disturbances represented by Rdc. Whilst the dc capac-
itor C is responsible for generating dc bus voltage Vdc, a needed balanced three-phase
ac voltage Vs(abc) can be outputted by appropriately firing the IGBT switches S1−S6.
Thus, ensuring efficient control of the current Iabc flowing through the line impedence
Rabc and Labc. Moreover, the best method for analysing balanced three-phase circuits in
synchronous sytems is by using the well known Park’s transform to convert the three-
phase voltages and currents into their abc/dq rotating frames. The direct-quadrature-
zero (dq0) or zero-direct-quadrature (0dq) transformation is the mathematical means
for this kind of analysis. In the case of balanced three-phase circuits, application of
the dq0 transform reduces the three ac quantities to two dc quantities. Simplified cal-
culations can then be carried out on these imaginary dc quantities before performing
the inverse transform to recover the actual three-phase ac results. This transformation
conveniently simplifies the control problem by; 1) presenting the system variables as
dc quantities, and 2) decoupling multiple system variables to allow application of the
classical control methodology. Availability of the SimPowerSystems software resident
in Matlab/Simulink enables a user friendly environment to meet these requirements as
a real time representation of the power distribution system.
Firstly, the nonlinear mathematical model of Eq. 3.1 is very common to the literature
e.g., (Rashid 2001). This model characterizes the dynamics of the DSTATCOM (see
appendix A for derivation). However, the reference used here defined the dq0 transform
with respect to the rotor axis by first representing the quadrature axis current (iq)
rather than the direct axis current (id) as shown in the equation. Conversely, Eq. 3.1
can be simplified into Eq. 3.2 whenever α ⇒ 0. That is, small values of α will make
sin(α) = 0 and cos(α) ≈ 1. Other assumptions made towards linearising this equation
are zero harmonic generation and presence of an infinte parallel resistance.
d
dt
 iqid
vdc
 =
 −
R
L
ω 0
ω −R
L
m
L
0 m
C
0

 iqid
vdc
+ Vs
L
 − sinαcosα
0
 (3.1)
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The system input applied to DSTATCOM is recognised as the switching angle α in
radians. The output to the system is a voltage leading a reactive current component.
The plant parameters used in simulation are specified a-priori according to Table B.1.
Model comparison was carried out in section 3.3.1 using the data obtained from the lin-
earised model of Eq. 3.2 and compared against a first-order-plus-delay-time (FOPDT)
model data implemented in simulink.
X = AX + BU
Y = CX
(3.2)
where
X =
 iqid
vdc
 , A =
 −
R
L
ω 0
ω −R
L
m
L
0 m
C
0
 , B =
 −
Vs
L
0
0
 , U = α,
and
C =
[
−Vs 0 0
]
The characteristics Eq. 3.3 of the system is given by the transfer function model
comprising of three eigenvalues with a real negative pole and two negative complex
poles. Positions of these poles confirmed DSTATCOM as a damped and stable system
that can successfully be controlled using linear controllers as suggested in the literature.
s3 + 2s2 + s
[
w2 +
R2
L2
+
m2
LC
]
+
R
L2C
m2 = 0 (3.3)
3.2.1 Power Exchange at the PCC
Appropriate level of power exchange (injection or absorption) at the point of com-
mon coupling is a function of the model’s accuracy. There are linear and nonlinear
modelling procedures available for determining this accuracy as illustrated in (Tewari
2002). However, for online control needs, application of the nonlinear model is made to
represent most of the practical system’s nonlinearities, and to isolate any involvement
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of linear model approximations responsible for creating modelling errors between the
models. The mathematical expressions relating the system current (I), real power (P ),
reactive power (Q), and the power or load angle (ϕ) to the system voltages used for
this study are described as (Bukata & Li 2009).
I =
Vi − Vo
jX
(3.4)
P =
ViVo
X
sinϕ (3.5)
Q =
ViVo
X
cosϕ− V
2
o
X
(3.6)
where Vi is the input source bus voltage, Vo is the DSTATCOM output bus voltage, X
the system impedence, and ϕ is the power or load angle between the input and output
bus voltages measured in degrees.
Regarding this phenomenon, a preliminary study in Figures 3.1 to 3.4 is presented
depicting the input-output relationships and the system states in determining how
nonlinear actually is the DSTATCOM. The figures also provide us the chance to see
the interaction between active and reactive power and the way they exchange at the
PCC. By using the specifications of Table B.1 through Eqs. 3.4 - 3.6, the active and
reactive powers are noted to relate according to a sine− cosine dynamic range shown
in Figure 3.1. The DSTATCOM first acted in the capacitive mode by injecting positive
VArs attaining its maximum (0.024 MVAr) at a switching angle of −16 degrees.
The active power at this point (intersection) is seen discharging as the reactive support
retrogresses until zero, whence the DSTATCOM changes to inductive mode (absorbing
negative VArs) to a minimum of −0.024 MVAr. At this time, the active component
begins to build up by recharging the dc side capacitor to avoid total voltage collapse.
This cycle repeats itself when the capacitor has been replenished and the reactive
component turns capacitive ready for the next exchange support. As a consequence
of this reactive exchange, the voltage is being supported throughout the operation
cycle of DSTATCOM at the PCC as shown in Figure 3.3, which presents a progressing
voltage from minimum to its maximum values, i.e., −220 to 220 volts, for a sinusoidal
excitation. The Figure also potrays the somewhat linear relationship existing between
output voltage and the switching input (α) in DSTATCOM (see Table 3.1). The trend
is shown in Figure 3.4 where some selected switching angles are varied against time, the
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voltage curves are seen to vary accordingly in a monotonic pattern. The relationship
of the three system states (iq, id, and vdc) with α can be seen in Figure 3.2. Where iq
tends to decrease linearly with α as Q changes from capacitive to inductive mode in
the range 100 to −100 amps. Similarly, vdc also decreases considering the ac voltage
magnitude as its initial value, spanning between 220 to −220 volts (in the opposite
direction to vac). Thus, It can be inferred from the on-going that DSTATCOM is a
small power device at its currently rated parameters.
Figure 3.1: Active and reactive power in steady state
3.2.2 Steady-State Analysis
The steady state analysis of the power system is often conducted by studying the
network interactions at the point of common coupling (PCC). In this direction, the use
of trigonometric function is firstly made to eliminate the phase angle (ϕ) from Eqs. 3.5
- 3.6 (Larsson 2000), so that
(
Q+
V 2o
X
)2
+ P 2 =
(
ViVo
X
)2
(3.7)
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Figure 3.2: iq, id, and Vdc in steady state
Figure 3.3: Linear alpha-voltage relation
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Figure 3.4: Step cahnges in alpha [rads]
Solving for V 2o gives
V 2o =
V 2i
2
−QX ±X
√
V 4i
4X2
− P 2 −QV
2
i
X
(3.8)
The solution has real positive parts if
P 2 +Q
V 2i
X
≤ V
4
i
4X2
(3.9)
Where the inequality represents the mode of the required reactive power at the PCC
i.e., capacitive (injecting) or inductive (absorbing). Replacing the short-circuit power
Psc =
V 2i
X
at the PCC (receiving end), yields
P 2 +QPsc ≤
(
Psc
2
)2
(3.10)
It can be observed from 3.10 that
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• The condition for maximum reactive power transfer occurs at Psc
4
when P = 0.
• The condition for maximum active power transfer occurs at Psc
2
when Q = 0.
• The voltage at the PCC (Vi) and the line admittance (G) are both proportional
to the transfer limits.
• The transfer limit is increased by injecting reactive current into the PCC at
Q < 0.
Since there is no active power exchange at the PCC due to line inductance, then the
task reduces to the transfer of reactive power alone, which by implication also influences
the line to accommodate active load. In order to obtain a positive solution to 3.8, the
load is assumed characterised by an admittance (G) with active and reactive power
receiving capacity given as, again (Larsson 2000)
P + jQ = V 2o G(1 + jtan(δ)) (3.11)
where the angle δ denotes the power factor angle.
Thus, reactive current is injected into the system whenever tan(δ < 0) i.e., leading
power factor and reactive current is absorbed by the DSTATCOM when tan(δ > 0)
i.e., lagging power factor. By normalizing Eqs. 3.8 and 3.11 through
p =
P
Psc
, q =
Q
Psc
(3.12)
v =
Vo
Vi
, g =
G
1/X
(3.13)
The positive solution of 3.8 after normalization may be deduced as
v =
1√
g2 + (1 + gtan(δ))2
(3.14)
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The solution suggests that the line voltage (v = 1) is unity for any admittance (g = 0),
and the load voltage approaches zero as the load admittance approaches infinity. This
was achieved by setting the LHS side of Eq. 3.1 to zero, yielding
0 =
 −
R
L
ω 0
ω −R
L
m
L
0 m
C
0

 iqid
vdc
+ Vs
L
 − sinαcosα
0
 (3.15)
Assuming no reactive power compensation at the PCC, then a pure active load can
only receive half the short circuit power as its maximum from the line according to
3.10. Figure 3.5 was derived by normalizing 3.11 showing the voltage/reactive-power
dependency during steady-state operation after 40 samples. Output constraints im-
posed for this kind of operation within ±10% of nominal voltage (e.g., 220V ), can be
observed.
Figure 3.5: Receiving end voltage transfer Limit
The Figure shows a theoretical transfer limit of approximately 91.8% or 202V (red line),
which is rather inacceptable for practical purposes (Larsson 2000). Thus, the need for
robust reactive power compensation device at the load end to meet the practical transfer
limit is obvious. This until now, is being supplemented locally by connecting capacitor
banks at the load end. Unfortunately, capacitor switching is in itself another source
of PQ problems. Well known standards, such as the IEEE 519− 1992, IEEE 446 and
IEC 61000− 4− 30 exist for controlling total harmonic distortion (THD) levels within
the 5% range for continuous equipment operations (IEEE 1993).
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3.3 Open-Loop Simulations
3.3.1 Model Comparison
Linear and nonlinear DSTATCOM model computations can be validated against sim-
ulation or experimentation model responses to check for mismatch through either time
or frequency domain data. Here, a neural network training tool is used with 116 epochs
to graphically fit and compare the mathematical plant model against an approximated
first-order-plus-delay-time (FOPDT) model in Figure 3.6. Neural networks have been
trained to accurately perform complex functions in various fields, including pattern
recognition, identification, classification, speech, vision, and control systems (Math-
Works 2009a).
Figure 3.6: Model comparison
Basically, this method statistically correlates the coefficient of determination (R2) of
the fitness through model errors. High values of R2 denote poor model fitness which
does not guarantee good control predictions or other engineering surveys. A residuals
analysis was performed at each combination of the fitted model, and the corresponding
response was calculated from the nth observations of the data set which was initially
generated from the PIDeasy
TM
software as
en = rn − f(xn; k) (3.16)
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where rn is the n
th response in the data set and xn is the vector of variables at time
vector k. It is observed from Figure 3.6 that the residuals yielded a reasonable reduction
of the random errors.
3.3.2 Locating Operating Points
The nonlinear DSTATCOM model was simulated in the open-loop to gain more insight
into the input-output relatonship of the system. A step input signal sampled at 5µ
seconds was applied aimed at producing a response in consonance with the IEEE std
±10% of the nominal consumer’s nonlinear load voltage. After 10 such runs, the result
was compiled in Table 3.1 showing an almost linear relationship between the input
switching angle (α), and the output voltage (V ).
The response in Figure 3.7 shows the dynamic behaviour between the two models
around some established operating points. It can be observed that the DSTATCOM is
not absolutely nonlinear and the linearization process is a powerful means of analysing
the nonlinear plant in helping better understanding of its dynamics. This way, opti-
misation of a custom voltage profile within the quoted international standard range of
±10% volts can be relatively achieved through suitable control regimes.
Figure 3.7: System operating points
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Table 3.1: Voltages with varying alpha inputs
α(rads) 0.0046 0.0066 0.0086 0.0106 0.0126
V (volts) 220 320 416 513 610
α(rads) 0.0136 0.0156 0.0176 0.0196 0.0216
V (volts) 658 755 850 948 1044
3.4 Analysis for DSTATCOM PID Control
Reference to the generic closed-loop circuit in Figure 3.8. Simulating the circuit using
a fixed structure PID controller with 13 samples, produced the results presented in
Table B.8 establishing the best design for the value of ρ. Correlation between the
feedforward positioned derivative and feedback re-routed derivative is made in terms
of system error, overshoot and the rise-time with variable filter coefficient ρ. It has been
observed that the system becomes unstable for any value of ρ < 3 as shown in Figures
3.9 and 3.10. Observations revealed that the percentage overshoot is maintained at
29% and 34% throughout from ρ = 3 ∼ 30 while the system is stabilised. However, the
rise-time exhibits some ringing transients in the conventional case at ρ = 3, 4, and 5 as
in Figure 3.11, although it is shown to improve in the new scheme in Figure 3.12. On
the other hand, the error in both cases was zeroed, but seemed to jump above the unit
magnitude before settling after about 27 seconds. The speed then starts to depreciate
with ρ ≥ 6 in the conventional scheme and begins to appreciate in the new scheme until
ρ = 11 (when it reaches its best), again as revealed in Figure 3.12, achieved through
a 220 base voltage. Thus, confirming ρ = 11 as the new best value offering the fastest
rise-time of 0.896 seconds.
Figure 3.8: Closed-loop circuit
The PI controller is commonly used for voltage regulations in DSTATCOM (Wenjin
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Figure 3.9: Unstable DSTATCOM
ρ = 1
Figure 3.10: Further unstable DSTATCOM
ρ = 2
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Figure 3.11: Correlated PIDs
ρ = 3
Figure 3.12: Further correlated PIDs
ρ = 11
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2010) and (Singh et al. 2005). Yet, using such a linear controller does not always
account for the unobserved system states and changing operating conditions of the
nonlinear system. Moreover, the integral action always introduces a phase lag which
slows down loop recovery due to disturbances, and causes actuator saturation known
as “windup effect”. Remedies to these type of problems already exist, see for instance
(Li et al. 2004). Close observations revealed that, the near-zero real pole suggests the
system is at the brink of an integral action and hence the steady-state enhancement
via a PI integrator can as well be omitted.
3.4.1 Effect of the Proportional Term
Presence of the proportional (P) term increases overall system gain and reduces steady
state error at the expense of large overshoots. During PID design, the parameter Kp is
continually tuned manually in closed-loop, till it is just large enough to destabilise the
system as Ti ⇒∞ and Td ⇒ 0. This effect is investigated in the closed-loop response
of Figure 3.13, as Kp varies from 0.1 to 1.0.
Figure 3.13: Effect of P-controller as Kp increases
It is observed that when Kp = 1 (large enough), the magnitude of the output variable
steadily rises at high speed as a non-minimum phase plant (typical of power system
network as it transits from one mode to another) with large phase margin.
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3.4.2 Effect of the Linear PI Terms
In order to remove the error and reduce the overshoot, an integrator is added to the
proportional term to implement the PI controller in the expression
C(s) = Kp
(
1 +
1
τis
)
(3.17)
while still keeping Kp = 1 and applying different values of τi in the range [0.15 ∼ 1.5]
as shown in Figure 3.14. It was observed that any value of τi < 0.15 would throw the
system out of stability. Conversely, the overshoot and steady state error are reduced
by raising the values of τi.
Figure 3.14: PI controller as Ti increases
3.4.3 Effect of the Linear PD Terms
Further, if a nonlinear PD controller is used, it is shown that such an integrator as added
above, is unnecessary in eliminating steady-state errors (Li et al. 2006). In this section,
we investigate proportional-derivative control so as to accelerate disturbance rejection
by providing a phase lead. The effect of which is evident in Figure 3.15, providing
damping and removing overshoots. Through the known Taylor’s series expansion, the
continuous time PD control law is given by
u(t) = Kp
(
e(t) + Td
de(t)
dt
)
(3.18)
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Figure 3.15: PD controller as Td increases
3.5 Summary
In this chapter, preliminary stages towards PID control design methodologies are pre-
sented. Determination of the model error as an important design objective, was carried
out during model validation exercise. The operating points of the system were then
established to serve as a beacon to the current design as well as to future control de-
signs in this thesis. These were based on some underlining international standards
governing operations and control of the distribution power network. Based on these
presumptions the PID, PI and PD controllers were re-designed for setpoint regulation
for my DSTATCOM model. The initial parameters to these controllers were firstly
defined through the traditional Ziegler-Nichols (1942) methods, and later compared
with the refined Zigler-Nichols, Cohen and Coon, and Chien-Hrones-Reswick tuning
rules using an approximated FOPDT plant model under appendix B. Two closed-loop
circuits were then analysed for investigating the most effective size and location of the
derivative filter (ρ) to counter derivative-kick for use in my fuzzy PD design in Chapter
4. Individual effects of P, PI and the PD controllers on the system were then reported,
and it is found that the PID controllers designed in the feedback path offer smoother
and faster ride-through to the setpoint at ρ = 11, better than in the feedforward loop
setting which showed ρ = 10 from (Ng 1995).
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Chapter 4
CAutoD of Fuzzy Controllers for
Improved PQ
4.1 FLC for PQ Applications
In this chapter, a new detailed online automation procedure of the system through
evolutionary fuzzy PD designs, search and optimisation is presented. The literature
has shown recent successes achieved from such combination typically committed to off-
line Computer-aided design (CAD), e.g., (Ng & Li 1994). Although in most of these
approaches, the FLCs were applied in dynamic control of GA parameters (such as pop-
ulation size, mutation rate and crossover rate) rather than the other way round (i.e.,
GA parameters to control FLCs). Such approach has a significant negative impact
on the performance of the GA, especially when the parameters are poorly selected.
For example, it could lead to premature convergence problem where the search gets
trapped in a local minima as often experienced, thereby causing overall deterioration
in the GA’s performance. A reverse engineering attitude is employed here to solve
that problem by using a “genetic-fuzzy amalgam” (instead of the traditional fuzzy-
genetic one), to acquire and automatically tune the fuzzy PD parameters online during
system operation. The benefits offered by this kind of tuning include reduced com-
putational burden posed by heavy rule-bases and membership function density from
(Ng & Li 1994), (Hoyle 1996) and (Chowdhury 1998). To implement the idea, a well
established computer-automated-design (CAutoD) simulation package from (Li et al.
2004) is made to extend the existing computer-aided-design simulator in an adaptive
feedback manner introduced in section 4.8.1. The three design stages involved include
an off-line manual fuzzy PD controller design to serve as foreground for investigat-
ing and comparing the performance of the conventional linear controllers analysed in
Chapter 3 with the new CAutoD scheme. An online CAutoD based fuzzy PD routine
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is then designed through a chosen performance index to automatically evolve optimum
fuzzy PD controllers. Finally, online application of both designs to an experimental
DSTATCOM model developed from SimPowerSystems in Simulink was used to analyse
its dynamic response and monitor the total harmonic distortion (THD) reduction in
power quality (PQ) studies and for Volt-VAR optimisation at the PCC. Although it
is conventionally recognised that optimisation routines are to be practically utilised
off-line, because actual DSTATCOMs usually rely on pre-defined control schemes as
found in PI controllers, often offering simple if . . . then control procedures with re-
quest for low memory space and slow computation facilities. Therefore, in order to
improve the performance of the intended fuzzy PID controllers from the design stage, I
adopted the examples set out in a phd thesis from (Ng 1995) and proved that my online
design can offer the needed economic computational resources to make CAutoD-FPD
based DSTATCOMs competitively faster, more stable and more reliable in solving
PQ problems. Here, a number of simulation studies using Matlab/Simulink environ-
ment involving different scenarios in testing the robustness of FLCs were carried out
to prepare the ground for transiting from manual to automated design of the FLCs
through a well chosen performance index. Since the FPD design has to be built on the
behaviour of a conventional PD controller, a thorough presentation of a generic PID
control paradigm was initially established through a given example in section 4.2.
4.2 Generic PID Control Paradigm
A generic PID closed-loop control system is presented in Figure 4.1 with the control
rule uPID, defined in terms of the controller coefficients and the system error as
uPID = Kp
[
e(t) +
1
Ti
∫ t
0
e(t)dt+ Td
de(t)
dt
]
(4.1)
where e(t) = r(t)−y(t), and r(t) is the reference signal. The disturbance d(t) normally
is associated with the control output and transferred back into the system along with
the reference input. It is noted in this Figure that the filter coefficient ρ was incor-
porated in the feedforward-loop to tame the high frequency gain associated with the
measurement noise n(t). However, Xue et al., suggested relocating ρ in the feedback-
path rather, as it would remove the integrator and fasten the response. Based on this
philosophy, I investigated its effect and developed a conventional PD controller for my
nonlinear fuzzy PD control.
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Figure 4.1: Generic closed-loop control system
4.2.1 PID Tuning Methods
Practical PID tuning is basically done through integral and derivative time constants
as the main drivers of the control action, and Ziegler-Nichols method as the vehicle.
This method has been used for long time to determine the process dynamics based
on both time and frequency domains. The result was several commercial autotuners
flooding the market from the early 80′s to the recent autotuner sensing of optimal
PID parameters (Zhuang & Atherton 1993). Although, Z-N method has been sharply
criticized for being too sensitive to measurement noise, which application was reduced
to slow processes with large time constants requiring close monitoring, as they have to
be operated closer to their stability limits (Levine 2011). Yet, several tuning techniques
were developed around its principles for its simplicity, with improved robustness. In
this section, we explored and re-examined the accuracies of some of these methods
listed below, in order to investigate the way they affect the performance of my design
model.
• AMIGO Tuning Rules (the PID parameters were calculated using Table B.3)
• Weighed-Setpoint Ziegler-Nichols Tuning Rules
• PIDeasyTM Tuning Rules (used with neural net tool in section 3.3.1 for model
comparison)
• CHR Tuning Rules (The initial tuning parameters for both setpoint and distur-
bance rejection needs can be obtained using the values for a, L and T from the
Tables B.4 and B.6, and displayed in Tables B.5 and B.7, respectively)
By way of comparison, the variation between the initial parameters in all cases suggests
a very close fit, each of which comfortably provides good closed-loop setpoint following.
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4.2.2 Design Specifications
Setpoint regulation and disturbance rejection are two major control objectives I am
concerned with here in relation to power quality problems. And these can be deter-
mined through careful evaluation of some limiting factors which can off-set system’s
controllability, such as: measurement noise, external disturbances, model uncertainties
and nonlinearities. Therefore, It is customarily considered a good design practice in
the control community to focus on realising the following specifications towards accom-
plishing my intended designs from (Li & Ha¨ule 1996), (A˚stro¨m & Ha¨gglund 2001), and
(Feng 2000).
• Setpoint following (Regulation problem)
• Sensitivity to measurement noise
• Good disturbance rejection
• Robustness to model changes
• Stability
4.2.3 Linear Model Identification
The use of the well known Ziegler-Nichols approach was made to identify the equivalent
first-order-plus-delay-time (FOPDT) model needed for approximating the initial PID
controller parameters according to (Xue et al. 2007). Parameters of interest like, system
gain k, time delay t and the time constant T are easily read off from Figure 4.2. The
negative intercept a = kL/T , suggets the nonminimum phase characteristics of the
DSTATCOM. Since it is difficult to deal with a real distribution network, the input-
output data was extracted from the open-loop step response simulation of the linear
mathematical plant model defined earlier, to produce the FOPDT model in Eq. 4.2.
H(s) =
ke−sL
1 + sT
(4.2)
Tuning algorithms can simply then be formulated for time domain response from Table
B.2. The frequency domain response (not considered here) is also attainable using
similar table for frequency response parameters. Some tuning methods are beriefly
discussed under section 4.2.1 and more details about them can be found (Feng 2000);
(Xue et al. 2007).
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Figure 4.2: Heuristic Z-N controller design
From the closed-loop simulation, it is observed that the integrator introduced by the
controller has been eliminated and thus reduced Gc to a simple proportional-derivative
system shown in Figure 4.3. The effectiveness of the initial control parameters can
vividly be seen from the error plot tending to zero, indicating their sufficiency in the
case of a stable and damped system under discuss. I further investigate its performance
on unstable plants as well as to plants with integrators enforced by uncertainties during
steady state operations.
The numerical values of the parameters can thus be determined directly from the
Table as the initial PID tuning rule with a = kL/T = 714. And the resulting closed-
loop control system obtained using these values is Gc(s) with controller H(s) and the
original plant G(s) defined as
H(s) =
0.00012s2 + 0.0014s+ 0.0028
s
(4.3)
G(s) =
161300s2 + 161300s+ 1.516e005
s3 + 2s2 + 224700s+ 35.56
(4.4)
Gc(s) =
HG
1 +HG
= 0.00012s+ 0.0014 (4.5)
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Figure 4.3: Intial FOPDT tuned responses
4.3 PID Design Case Study - a Linear DSTATCOM
Plant
Consider the third-order nominal plant representing my DSTATCOM model given by
G(s) =
161300s2 + 161300s+ 6.884e10
s3 + 2s2 + 224700s+ 35.56
(4.6)
which has a characteristic equation identified through specified parameters, defined as
s3 + 2s2 + s
[
w2 +
R2
L2
+
m2
LC
]
+
R
L2C
m2 = 0 (4.7)
It is apparent that the solution to Eq. 4.6 yields three roots comprising of a real pole
and a pair of complex eigenvalues. These roots have negative real parts suggesting a
damped and stable DSTATCOM which can conveniently be represented by a first-order
plus delay time (FOPDT) plant. The desired goal for this application is that a step
input produces a closed-loop output signal with an:
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• Overshoot of 20%
• Rise-Time of at most 1.05 seconds
• 27 seconds settling time
• Zero steady state error
This kind of plant is referred to as a Type-1 system (Tewari 2002), and thus does
not exhibit steady state error with constant inputs because of infinite positional error
constants. Therefore, it must be equipped with a free integrator in the forward loop
to cancel the zero before it could effectively be controlled.
4.4 A-Priori Tuning of FPD Controllers
Prior to applying the CAutoD interface, there is need at this point to investigate on
the tuning effects of the factors influencing some specified closed-loop performance in-
dices of the system in manual mode as shown in Figure 4.4. In this Figure, the fuzzy
controller block consists of a pre-processor, fuzzification, rule base, inference engine,
defuzzification, and a post-processor blocks. In practice, the tuning procedure involved
in fuzzy systems offer great flexibility in tuning the nonlinear function implemented by
the fuzzy controller. But, generally there is no guarantee that performance specifica-
tions and system stability can easily be attained through proper tuning of the desired
fuzzy systems. Moreover, nonminimum phase systems (such as being dealt with here)
can impose fundamental limitations from achieving set control objectives no matter
how well the fuzzy controllers are tuned. However, a reasonable choice of control in-
puts and output usually provide a good tuning premise on the scaling factors. This
section makes proper investigation of each of these factors and the way they influence
fuzzy controller response.
4.4.1 Input-Output Scaling Factor Tuning
Reference to Figure 4.4, the scaling factors Se, Se˙ and Sα, are set of notable tuning
factors that largely influence fuzzy decision process at the system’s input and output
ports in accordance with the chosen inferencing procedure. The tuning process is
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Figure 4.4: FPD-DSTATCOM control model
initialised by arbitrarily setting the first input scalar (Se) as an inverse of the setpoint
value from (Ng 1995) as
Xe =
22
emax
e(k) = See(k) (4.8)
where emax represents the step size of the error signal which in this case is ±10% of
220 volts (i.e., ±22 volts), measured against the distribution feeder standard nominal
supply normally supplied to the consumer’s terminal in Nigeria. Xe is the fuzzified
set of the error variable. Note that Eq. 4.8 is similar to the traditional proportional
controller uP (k) = Kpe(k). Then, the second input scaling parameter for the error
derivative Se˙ given as Eq. 4.9, is continually modified through an empirically acquired
value of e˙max from the process dynamics. This action is suppose to normalise the fuzzy
set Xe˙ of the derivative input calculated from the gradient of the original error curve
in the range ±0.5 volts/sec.
Xe˙ =
0.5
e˙max
∆e(k)
∆t
= Se˙
∆e(k)
∆t
(4.9)
Meanwhile, the output scaling factor Sα is linearly varied from zero to its maximum
value as a singleton function such that
αc =
αcmax
Xcmax
Xc = SαXc (4.10)
where αc is the crisp control output (plant input) and αcmax its maximum value. The
action of the control output due to fuzzifying a fuzzy set (i.e. Low) in the universe
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of discourse and its maximum values are denoted by Xo and Xomax, respectively. The
control output is issued as a switching angle (α) designed to saturate beyond some
threshold in the dynamic sine-cosine operating range of the DSTATCOM established
as ±300 or ±0.5326 radians. The main benefit of the dynamic range is seen where the
DSTATCOM can be applied in high voltage zones at the transmission corridor as a
statcom.
To exemplify the procedure illustrated above, I assumed the scaling factors a priori by
setting w1−3 = (0.879, 0.12, 0.5) and fixed α = 0.5 while fixing the number of rules to
R = 3, and applied them in Eq. 4.10 to yield
αcrisp =
(0.879× 0.5) + (0.12× 0.5) + (0.5× 0.5)
(0.5× 3) = 0.4996 (4.11)
Then we made α = 1, and by retaining the values of w and R, a new value for αcrisp is
found as follows
αcrisp =
(0.879× 1) + (0.12× 1) + (0.5× 1)
(1× 3) = 0.4996 (4.12)
In both cases, the result approximately produced the same expected crisp control
signal of 0.5, which means “medium or zero” in linguistic terms. It also shows that
the chosen method directly depends on the weighting factors as is demonstrated by
varying w1−3 = (0.345, 0.9, 0.07) and setting α = 1 while maintaining R = 3, yielding
αcrisp =
(0.345× 1) + (0.29× 1) + (0.07× 1)
(1× 3) = 0.235 (4.13)
It is observed that with lower weighting factors, the resultant control signal is also low-
ered. However, care should be taken not to make the sum of the numerator equal
to zero, which means there has to be conclusions to all possible control decisions
taken. Conversely, a zeroed denominator would saturate the actuator and cause sys-
tem malfunction. Now, I can assert that the crisp control value of α = 0.4996 or
0.235 radians makes alot of sense, because it lies within the dynamic operating range
(−0.5236 ≤ αcrisp ≤ 0.5236) earlier quoted for the DSTATCOM’s input signal. Again,
Table C.1 presents the preliminary results obtained from this procedure. Beter results
can be achieved by reducing the value of γ at each iteration.
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4.4.2 Deficiency of the A-Priori Tuning
The decision on the parameters to be used for optimal tuning is a vital one which
could jeopardise fuzzy system design when wrongly made. As previously mentioned,
the current fuzzy parameter tuning involved is manually based on trial-and-error. Al-
though, the trend shows a huge increase in the use of neural networks and genetic
algorithms to automate fuzzy rule-bases and membership functions (Cheong & Lai
2000); (Visioli 2006); and (Homaifar & McCormick 1992). Such techniques still require
pre-specification of the rule base structure which is often too large. Another disda-
vantage is that disordered membership functions often arise, resulting in sub-obtimal
interpolation. In trying to solve the problem, I adopted the technique from Tang et al.,
in which optimal tuning of the fuzzy PD parameters is accorded through an evolution-
ary algorithm based CAutoD tool. The CAutoD technique has not in the past been
applied to assess fuzzy PD parameters in power quality problems. However, the closest
studies applied simple GA in a multi-objective genetic algorithm to solve generic fuzzy
PID problem (Tang 2011). The success of CAutoD applications in providing robust
optimisation solutions to engineering and business related problems is well documented
(Li et al. 2004).
4.5 Prelims to CAutoD Tuning
The common design objective in this project is to regulate DSTATCOM’s output
voltage to a setpoint accurately and as fast as possible during disturbance, in ac-
cordance with some specified performance indices. A direct fuzzy control scheme has
been adopted for this purpose where the error and the error-derivative inputs are mea-
sured and fuzzified, and the resultant fuzzy variables are passed to the inference engine
of if then rules to make the control decisions. The ensuing classified fuzzy decisions
are then defuzzified into crisp value as a control force driving the actuator of DSTAT-
COM. In a typical regulation problem, load disturbances are of low frequencies and
are thus prototyped along with the setpoint following as step commands for simulating
closed-loop system’s specifications. For example, suppose that for a given step input,
a stable response with P ∗% overshoot, a bandwidth of T ∗r seconds, and a settling time
of T ∗s seconds are required. The performance index that can simulate the closed-loop
setpoint following of the control system’s objectives by way of minimising J , provided
the specific values of P , Tr, Ts, and ωi where i = 1, 2, 3, . . . are positive weighting
factors, is given by
J = ω1(P − P ∗)2 + ω2(Tr − T ∗r )2 + ω3(Ts − T ∗s )2 (4.14)
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In such optimisation routine, when the gradient of the function J = δF (x)
δx
= 0, i.e.,
system error has been zeroed, the response should then show that the control system
has closely satisfied its performance specifications. Prioritization of achieving any of
the specifications can be met by allotting a high value to its respective weight, like if the
rise time specification is more important to meet than the remaining two specifications,
then ω2 is made higher with respect to the others accordingly.
4.5.1 Effect of Scaling Factors
In this operation, the DSTATCOM model is simulated in closed-loop using integration
step size of 5 µseconds. By arbitrarily assigning input-output scaling gains to the
system using the procedure described in subsection 4.4.1. Again, closed-loop simulation
of Figure 4.4 produced the plots in Figures 4.5 and 4.7. A stable response was achieved
by setting Se = Se˙ = 1.0011 and Sα = 0.9998 with an error plot dropping to zero,
depicted in Figure 4.6. To demonstrate the effect of changing the gains, I raised
Se = 100. Formation of ripples is immediately observed from Figure 4.8, causing
serious overshoot. This is akin to speeding up the system by raising the proportional
gain in control engineering sense. Similar effect was also observed by slightly raising
Sα = 1.1, while preserving Se = Se˙ = 1.0011.
Figure 4.5: Scaling effects on performance
Se = Se˙ = 1.0011;Sα = 0.9998
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Figure 4.6: Error plot for:
Se = Se˙ = 1.0011;Sα = 0.9998
Figure 4.7: Effects of scaling factors case 1
Se = 100;Se˙ = 1.0011;Sα = 0.9998
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Figure 4.8: Effects of scaling factors case 2
Se = Se˙ = 1.0011;Sα = 1.1
However, increasing output scaling factor can easily stretch the system to its unsta-
ble region as shown in Figure 4.8. It can thus be deduced that, higher scaling values
increase system response at the expense of large control inputs causing undesirable
practical actuator saturation. It is also noted that Se influences the controller’s per-
formance in determining the steady state error through rules activation. While Se˙
(especially in small values) affects the transient stability and the system convergence.
This has been graphically demonstrated in Figure 4.9, where the error is seen zeroed as
its rate of change is confined within the band −0.5 ≤ e˙ ≤ 0.5. The control signal (α)
is noticed also to settle at the 0.5 value after transients that lasted for 0.005 seconds.
The observed effect, including the DSTATCOM output voltage response at 220 volts,
are also depicted in Figure 4.10.
4.5.2 Robustness to Model Changes
Robustness is related to that behaviour of a real control system that has been excluded
from the mathematical model of the control system, which accounts for the model
sensitivities to the unmodelled dynamics. Steady state and transient stability are the
two most important issues considered in power system control, operation and planning.
These maintain the system’s synchronism in the event of inadvertent disturbances such
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Figure 4.9: Scaling effects on e and α
Se = 100;Se˙ = 1.0011;Sα = 0.9998
Figure 4.10: Scaling effects on overall performance
Se = 100;Se˙ = 1.0011;Sα = 0.9998
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as sudden load changes, faulty line switching, and generator outages which often give
rise to uncertain model parameter changes. Thus, it is imperative to consider the
effects of these disturbances during any control system design before implementation.
Typical model uncertainties would often emerge as changes in parameter gains, shift
in pole-zero locations, and complex parameter variations (unstructured uncertainties)
within specified operating ranges. Here, I looked closely at the steady state operations
in a distribution system, considering changes in various circuit parameters such as
resistance, inductance and capacitance as they occur during plant control cycles. I
begin by considering the nonlinear closed-loop uncertain DSTATCOM model given as
P = feedback(G ∗K, 1) (4.15)
where K is the controller, and G is the uncertain state space DSTATCOM having three
uncertain parameters namely; resistance (R), inductance (L) and capacitance (C) with
1±10% variation uncertainty each. Twelve step responses of four combinations of these
three uncertain parameters are shown in Figure 4.11. This kind of uncertain system
is robustly stable within tolerable amount of parameter uncertainty of up to 115% of
the modelled uncertainty. This assertion has been verified comparing three controllers
in the following scenarios for each of the uncertain parameter.
Figure 4.11: Uncertain parameters combination
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4.5.3 Scenario No. 1: Changes in Circuit Inductance
For a situation where a nonlinear DSTATCOM model is equipped with one or more
extra zeros at the numerator, the control action would need to place some poles (pole-
placement) in order to supplement for zero cancellations. Figure 4.12 and 4.13 depict
the respective scenarios in a nonlinear and linear model, where the fuzzy PD stabilises
the steady state error as t⇒∞ in a closed-loop operation, given a setpoint following of
220V command. The failure of the PD and PI controllers is vividly seen when sudden
drop in the magnitude (180V ) occurred at t = 0.65 and t = 0.66 seconds, respectively.
These changes were introduced into the system through some parametric alterations
shown in Table C.3.
Figure 4.12: Effect of nonlinear change in inductance
Nonlinear model: L = 50 mH
4.5.4 Scenario No. 2: Changes in circuit Resistance
The change in circuit resistance is akin to uncertain parameter gain changes which is
bound to raise the gain margin by introducing a transfer zero capable of speeding up
the system and causing overshoot. This situation has been depicted in Figure 4.14
when the circuit resistance was changed from 1Ω to 3Ω. By applying a step signal of
220V to the nonlinear DSTATCOM in a closed-loop, the responses from the PI and PD
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Figure 4.13: Effect of linear change in inductance
Nonlinear model: L = 50 mH
controllers are noticed to stagnate at 180V with vivid traces of overshoots. While with
the same control effort of 0.01129 radians, the fuzzy controller stabilizes the system at
zero error and zero overshoot. However, the linear DSTATCOM responses for the PI
and PD controllers produced no overshoot as in Figure 4.15, although the magnitude
of the outputs drop to 200V , again the fuzzy controller maintains its grip at 220V
through a control effort of 0.01364. The details of the system parameters used for this
simulation are listed in Table C.4.
4.5.5 Scenario No. 3: Changes in Circuit Capacitance
This is a case of “type 2” nonlinear DSTATCOM with an extra pole at the origin.
The circuit capacitance was raised to 1500µF from 500µF , while retaining the original
circuit resistance and circuit inductance values. Step response closed-loop simulation
of the nonlinear plant shown in Figure 4.16 depicts a PI controlled system infested with
overshoot to the tune of 95.7%, rising at 0.0125 seconds and settling at 0.18 seconds.
Although its performance is better than the PD controller which exhibits a speed
of 0.013 seconds, yet offers settling time of 0.17 seconds at 82.82% overshoot, lower
than the PI. The fuzzy PD can be seen to offer smaller settling time (0.14) and 0%
overshoot at a little slower speed of 0.016 seconds. Similar observations are made when
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Figure 4.14: Effect of nonlinear change in resistance
Nonlinear model: R = 3Ω
Figure 4.15: Effect of linear change in resistance
Linear model: R = 3Ω
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the linear system in Figure 4.17 is simulated, in which the performance of both FPD
and the PD controllers are well behaved withing reasonable speed, with restrained 0%
overshoot limits. However, the PI controller characterises a 59% overshoot, pointing
to its unsuitability even in the linear model, where it is ubiquitous today. The circuit
parameters used for describing this scenario are presented in Table C.5.
Figure 4.16: Effect of nonlinear capacitance change
Nonlinear model: C = 1500µF
4.5.6 Setpoint Following
Closed-loop performance based on CAD simulation targeted at a 220 volt feeder was
investigated. Figure 4.18 shows step responses to both linear and nonlinear models
controlled by PI, PD and the fuzzy PD. It is observed that the nonlinear fuzzy PD
offers a faster response and a shorter settling time with no overshoot against both
linear PI and linear PD controllers. Despite oscillations observed in the linear PD, yet
it is faster than the linear PI controller justifying our earlier claim.
The subscripts L and NL, denote linear and nonlinear model respectively. It is noted
that the nonlinear FPD model offers optimum control effort of 0.0046 rads. The results
are displayed in Table C.6. It is interesting to note the linear PI model overshoot kept
at 0% and its nonlinear PI counterpart rose to 12.55%. This actually is a pointer to
the huge success of the PI control application to DSTATCOM found in the literature.
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Figure 4.17: Effect of linear capacitance change
Linear model: C = 1500µF
Figure 4.18: Linear vs. nonlinear model performance
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However, its behaviour in the nonlinear model suggests a re-think for real-time ap-
plication. Better alternatives are yet found in the linear and nonlinear FPD models
reflecting 0.17% and 0.74% overshoot, respectively. Although the linear model looks
more promising, the philosophy behind this work is automating a control system that
captures the nonlinearities of the distribution system online. Therefore, the nonlinear
FPD model is chosen for the CAutoD simulation interface.
4.5.7 Test for Step Changes
To further test the performance of my design, the controllers are subjected to time
domain step changes and the error variation monitored as indicated in the following
Figures. Applying a control signal traversing between ±30o shown in Figure 4.19,
produces the result depicted in Figure 4.20, respectively showing the responses from
conventional PD and fuzzy PD against a set value of 45 units. With a step change
applied at 1500 seconds, it is immediately observed that the FPD follows swiftly with
no overshoot and at a faster response time. The error and error derivative plots for
the fuzzy and crip PDs are each represented in Figures 4.21 and 4.22. It is interesting
to note how the fuzzy PD error plot adopts a continuous trend, when that of the crisp
PD conformed to a sharp break as in every bi-logic controller following a step change.
Figure 4.19: Fuzzy PD control signal
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Figure 4.20: Comparing conventional PD and fuzzy PD
Figure 4.21: Fuzzy PD error and error derivative curves
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Figure 4.22: Conventional PD error and error derivative curves
4.5.8 Benefits of the CAutoD Scheme
Contrary to the existing manual CAD fuzzy PD design simulations described in section
4.4, the “intelligent” CAutoD evolutionary approach automatically evolves the fuzzy
PD parameters to meet all performance specifications without going through the rig-
orous design procedures explained in that section. It also reduces the computational
burden associated with huge rule-bases often resulting in poor loop-shaping found in
changing DSTATCOMs during controller synthesis. Another powerful characteristic of
the evolutionary fuzzy PD design is that; it enables online verification of various trade-
offs among conflicting specifications by modifying current objectives, and searching
through the projected space for selecting the best set of final controller for real time
implementation. The main differences of the EA from the traditional optimisation
techniques can be listed as follows:
• EA relies on objective functions whose corresponding fitness level directs the
search progress rather than on derivative knowldge used by the traditional tech-
niques
• EA is a nondeterministic optimiser whereas the traditional method is determin-
istic
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• EA searches so many points at once in parallel rather than a single point search
in the traditional method
• EA works indirectly by encoding the parameter sets rather than working directly
on the parameters in the traditional method
4.6 From Manual to Automatic Design
The next subsections will describe the methods of my automated design procedure
transiting from the manual design techniques. As previously mentioned. This extension
is accorded through one of the component powers of the EA, particularly the genetic
algorithm (GA). GA is a nondeterministic optimisation search method that always
forces its way out to a global minimum from a seemingly domineering local minimum
without getting stuck in the search space. Basically, it emulates the evolutionary
philosophy of genetics in natural biological selection to simulate computer evolution.
It performs parallel and directed search to evolve the fittest population in a given
generation. The method I describe below is developed from the genetic model reference
adaptive controller proposed on page 460 in (Passino 1998), depicted in figure 4.23.
Next, I explain how GA is used to design and tune fuzzy PD parameters online via the
CAutoD package.
Figure 4.23: Direct CAutoD fuzzy PD controller
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4.6.1 Evolutionary Stage
A pseudo-code structure of a simple genetic algorithm (SGA) is shown below from
(Goldberg 1989). The population at time t is represented by the time-dependent vari-
able P , with the initial population of random estimates being P (0). I used this structure
to hypothesize my optimisation problem in the remainder of this Section. The evolu-
tionary process begins as P (t) in equation 4.22, often termed as the “generation”, shifts
from time t to time t+ 1 to form a new generation of population P (t+ 1) through the
well known genetic operators namely; selection, crossover, and mutation (Tan 1997).
An initial population size P (t) = 31 at t = 0 was set a-priori over 60 generations. I set
a high initial population size as a matter of priority at this point.
Algorithm 1 Simple genetic algorithm procedure (SGA)
Ensure: t = 0;
Require: initialize P (t);
Require: evaluate P (t);
while not finished do
Ensure: t = t+ 1;
Require: select P (t) from P (t− 1);
Require: reproduce pairs in P (t);
Require: evaluate P (t);
.
Setting the right amount of diversity of the population guarantees that GA will produce
better results as it searches for more points, yet it can hamper the performance of the
GA. Diversity is directly connected to the average distance between individuals such
that; the higher the distance the larger the diversity and vice versa. This is described
in Figure 4.24, where the diversity is shown higher at about 15% of the total number of
generations. The trend seems to produce the best fitness value at my desired minimum,
i.e., α ≈ −0.0046. GA being non-deterministic in its search criteria, it tends to produce
a different result each time, irrespective of the number of generations run. The most
important element however is the population size which was set at 20 (instead of 31),
used to obtain this Figure.
Another factor directly impacting the average distance between individuals is the mu-
tation rate (the higher the better) as is demonstrated in Figure 4.25, where a rate of
0.87 produced best fitness at exactly −0.0046. This lead to setting the probability that
one string will mutate per generation to pm = 0.001. The probability and the number
of crossover points are set to 0.8 and 40, respectively. The two input parameters (the
individuals) are specified as error and error-rate. The “tournament” selection scheme is
used for its efficiency and deterministic size variability advantage (Tan 1997). Thanks
to the “ft3pak” flex-tool embedded in Matlab, depicted in Figure 4.26 that provides a
suitable interface for the needed extension from CAD to CAutoD simulations during
the automation process.
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Figure 4.24: Effect of average distance
Figure 4.25: Effect of higher mutation rate
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Figure 4.26: CAutoD Interface
4.6.2 Genetic-Fuzzy PD Encoding
At this stage, a genetic-fuzzy PD fusion is realised based on the genetic settings made
above, plus an appropriate choice of a performance index to be made in subsection
4.6.4. The EA generates a population of strings representing individual candidates of
controllers through the routine described in Figure 4.27. After initialisation, the EA
accesses and obtains the input-output data from the model at each time step via the
CAutoD interface during simulation, so that fitness of each emerging controller from
the population may be evaluated. While this is happening, a new fitness function is
being calculated from the error resulting between desired and actual model outputs.
Optimal solutions are estimated whenever the error is driven to zero, otherwise the
EA propagates to the next generation of controllers through crossover and mutation
until optimal solution is achieved. The fittest controller (string) in the population is
then chosen for the system control. This allows automatic evolution of the controllers
through generations in time steps, thereby tuning the controllers in response to model
changes.
4.6.3 Problem Formulation
Optimum customer’s voltage profile also known as integrated Volt-VAR control (IVVC)
at the point of common coupling (PCC) can be formulated as a minimisation problem.
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Figure 4.27: EA-FPD routine
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Again, the objective is to regulate DSTATCOM’s input (control output) by forcing the
control error to zero. The algorithm for computing the minimum cost function for the
DSTATCOM’s input α within the time interval t in a closed-loop fashion is expressed
as:
Fcost[α(t)] = min
J
[ecost(t) + decost(t)] (4.16)
Contrary to my earlier formulation in Eq. 4.14, where the index was based on tradi-
tional performance measures . I inclined to deal directly with the parameters of the
fuzzy PD through the measure of its error index from Eq. 4.16 using EA to minimise
the function J¯ as set out in (Feng 2000). It is understood EA can easily convert a
minimisation problem to a maximisation one by simply transposing cost function to
fitness function through J ⇒ J¯ in the Euclidean space f : <+ → <+. Thus, the
following fitness function can be used to minimise J¯ , such that
J =
1
J¯ + 
∈ (0, 1) (4.17)
and  > 0 is a small positive integer. J can thus be maximised by minimising J¯ to
yield the desired response. Here, the error (e) and its rate of change (e˙) between the
setpoint and the actual plant output are considered as fitness (individuals).
4.6.4 Choice of the Performance Index
To enhance my choice, I looked beyond the traditional ITAE and IAE indices normally
found in CAutoD package and added the derivative of the error (e˙) to the basic index, as
a requirement for high accuracy and low chattering at the steady state, and constructed
the following performance index in the time domain .
J = JITASE+ITASED =
n∑
t
t|e2(t)|+
n∑
t
t|e˙2(t)| (4.18)
where JITSE and JITSED are the costs of the respective model components; e(t) and
e˙(t)) are the same as above under no-load condition, referred to as the individuals; and
n is the final-time. The chosen performance index is expressed through the individuals
consisting of real-valued vector of two parameters each, normalized around [1 -1] and
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[0.5 -0.5]. Illustration of the minimum and the maximum values of the combination of
the individuals portrayed in 3D, 2D and the contour plots are shown in the following
Figures. The plots demonstrate how well behaved the chosen function is, while con-
verging to a single global minimum which occurs at the point [0 0] in the x-y plane.
And the maximum is also noticed to converge at 1 in the same plane.
Figure 4.28: Minimisation plot in 3D
4.7 Conventional Optimisation Tools
The application of optimisation techniques to the sectors of the power system, espe-
cially the area of operation and planning, which is often a large scale problem has seen
tremendous improvement over the last three decades. A detailed survey on particle
swarm optimisation (AlRashidi & El-Hawary 2009) and evolutionary computation ap-
plications in general power systems are respectively given (Alvas da Silva 2002) and
(AlRashidi & El-Hawary 2009). Notwithstanding, their particular application to solve
PQ problem in DSTATCOM is still limited. Thanks to the optimisation toolbox avail-
able in Matlab environment, through which numeric computing power of matlab is
extended to enable me use other optimisation techniques to compare my non-gradient
to gradient methods presented in chapter 6. In this chapter, two evolutionary methods
for DSTATCOM control have been proposed and detailedly described for solving power
quality problems.
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Figure 4.29: Minimisation plot in 2D
Figure 4.30: Minimisation contour plot
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Figure 4.31: Maximisation plot in 3D
Figure 4.32: Maximisation: α vs. e˙
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Figure 4.33: Maximisation contour plot
4.8 Methods for PQ Control System Design
I proposed two novel solutions to the DSTATCOM problems. Both of which are based
on evolutionary computer-automated-design interface. The first method designed an
evolutionary fuzzy PD control algorithm in this chapter (explianed below), while the
second is based on evolutionary model-free predictive control algorithm presented in
chapter 5.
CAutoD for FLC
The concept of CAutoD perhaps first appeared in 1963, in the IBM Journal of Research
and Development as a written computer program to search for hardware canstraints
on logic circuits (Kamentsky & Liu 1963). It is now possible to transform traditionally
CAD simulation into CAutoD through biologically-inspired machine learning or search
techniques like evolutionary computation (Clune & Lipson 2011); (Li et al. 2004); and
(Hornby 2003).
These biologically inspired evolutionary algorithms offer reduced search time in solving
multi-objective problems by encoding non-numerical design parameters. The search
process is accomplished through three well known stages namely; selection, crossover
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Figure 4.34: CAutoD by artificial evolution (Li, 2004a)
and mutation, using survival-of-the-fittest a-posteriori learning, refer to (Li et al. 2004)
for details. Optimal designs often begin by sourcing initial generation of candidate at
random from an existing designer’s database. Final evolution would include the fittest
candidates representation of automatically optimized digital prototypes. Figure 4.34
depicts the “ft3pak” representation of the CAutoD package as a non-deterministic
polynomial optimisation technique. For this work, the DSTATCOM is loaded in the
feedback with a simplified three-ruled fuzzy-proportional-derivative (FPD) controller
as an adaptive mechanism whose parameters are assessed continuously in order to
update the control variable as explained in section 4.8.1.
4.8.1 Automated Fuzzy Control System Design
Evolutionary algorithm based adaptive mechanism is planned to be used for this case as
a CAutoD designer. It observes control signals from the fuzzy PD controller and adapts
its parameters, whilst updating them continually under plant parameter uncertainties.
In such case, the desired performance may be characterised as that of a reference model
which the controller tends to emulate in a closed-loop fashion as described in chapter
4 via Figure 4.23 from (Passino 1998). The use of CAutoD in this context invokes
the capabilities of artificial evolution to become “computer-automated-design” which
can “intelligently” guide the performance of the candidate controllers to tune those
parameters in meeting the system’s specifications.
4.8.2 CAutoD Tuning of FPD Control Systems
Since the EA works by trying to maximise a fitness function J(θ) in selecting the
individual denoted by θ (4.6). The computer representation of EA can be achieved by
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making θ a string, or “chromosome” in a biological sense. While in a computer sense,
the string comprises of digit locations or “genes” to encode different values or “alleles”
from a number system, e.g. alleles from the base-2 covers the set {0, 1} and those
from base-10 covers the set {0, 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9}. Thus, a binary chromosome would
have zeroes and ones in the gene locations. Therefore, optimising parameters given
in base-10 number line needed to be encoded to binary through the known standard
base-2 conversion procedure before being decoded back to base-10 again. In order to
avoid the encoding/decoding computational cost for online applications, I based all
my EA designs on base-10. Since I am committing EA to fuzzy PD tuning, I need to
represent the KP and KD parameters for any given PD controller as individuals. I use
my pre-calculated PD controllers from chapter 3 as an example, where KP = 0.100
and KD = 0.300. Then the chromosome representation can respectively be cited as
+010000 and +030000. Note the concatenation of the digits to form chromosomes for
which I assumed six digits plus the sign digit for each parameter. The decimal point’s
position is left for the computer to track. Each chromosome has its unique structure
biologically referred as “genotype” and also represents a unit point of the EA in the
search space called “’phenotype’. I can now assign a syntax to represent a population
of individuals (i.e., a whole set of PD controllers) by setting the kth chromosome to be
defined as
θk(t) = [θk1(t), . . . , θ
k
M(t)]
T (4.19)
where θk denotes a single parameter of a fixed string length at time t, and M represents
the “traits” of all the parameters in k. Note the concatenation of elements to form a
vector which I will use to base my computer algorithm instead of concatenating the
elements to form strings as I did before. So that, the population of individuals at time
t can be defined as
P (t) = {θk(t)|k = 1, 2, . . . , N} (4.20)
where N stands for the number of individuals in the population. This number is chosen
to be big enough in order to minimise the number of computations and enable elements
in the population to cover the entire search space as detailed in chapter 4.
4.8.3 CAutoD for Fuzzy PD Systems
Table C.7 presents the best controllers obtained by randomly evolving fuzzy PD param-
eters for different EA runs in a DSTATCOM designed for some medium distribution
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voltage range between 318V − 1.1kV . The quality of the scheme is tested and demon-
strated in the following Figures.
Figure 4.35 compares the performance of an EA based Fuzzy PD and EA based crisp PD
controllers. The effectiveness of the EA-FPD scheme is readily seen converging much
faster than the EA-PD. The existing trade-offs resulting from the design objectives for
31 emerging controllers at the end of the evolutionary CAutoD routine is also depicted
in Figure 4.36. Five different combinations of the “best” PD and FPD controllers
depicted respectively in Figures 4.37 and 4.38, produced the “best” and “worst” case
scenarios for the fitness function of the EA-FPD controllers at any one of the five
runs plotted in Figure 4.39. In this respect, the design engineer can quickly choose
from the table a resulting controller to suit particular function for implementation,
e.g. KP1 + KD1 = J1 is a standalone implementable PD controller, and so on. The
method also gives the engineer an advantage for diverting the evolution to focus on
special trade-off decisions during conflicting engineering objectives which are ordinarily
too difficult to make.
Figure 4.35: Evolutionary FPD vs. PD
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Figure 4.36: Trade-offs between control objectives
Figure 4.37: Best PD controllers
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Figure 4.38: Best FPD controller
Figure 4.39: Kpbest parameters
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Figure 4.40: Kdbest parameters
Figure 4.41: Best switching signals
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4.9 Summary
This chapter studied and evaluated the practical viability of an off-line simplified three-
rule base fuzzy system design which eventually had its parameters accessed and updated
through an online EA based CAutoD interface. Having presented a detailed off-line
computer-aided-design based Fuzzy PD scheme, this chapter has also developed a ro-
bust online CAutoD-Fuzzy PD algorithm for practical DSTATCOMs application in
section 4.6. The first part of the chapter was pre-occupied by rigorous manual tuning
performance evaluation of the fuzzy PD controller based upon TSK model. The fuzzy
PD overcomes the robustness and steady state performance tests when applied to both
perturbed and unperturbed plants as compared to crisp PD and PI controllers. How-
ever, the second part was dedicated to automating the manual design through CAutoD
package as a way of extending the CAD design from (Li & Ha¨ule 1996). A robust online
evolutionary algorithm procedure has been studied, and a tournament selection was
proposed to avoid the added computational cost involved at each generation during
interpolation, chromosome sorting and fitness averaging as in (Tan 1997). Also in this
chapter, the diversification of single control problems to multiple solutions has been
demonstrated through continuous evolution. This lead to the satisfaction of all de-
sired specifications with interactive trade-offs between control scenarios automatically
generated and tabulated without having to perform any re-design task as would have
been the case in a manual setting. Finally, comparison between automated and manual
design performances presented in chapter 6, has shown the uniqueness of my technique
by intelligently converging at higher speeds. However, the major disadvantage with the
technique is huge memory resource requirement which will make it uneconomical for
real time implementation. Therefore, I decided to use the chapter to serve as a basis
for comparison with my main contributory work which deals with model-free predictive
controller (MFPC) design for DSTATCOMs, presented in chapter 5.
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Chapter 5
Evolutionary Design of Model-Free
Predictive Control Systems
5.1 Methodologies
In chapter 4 we have seen how manual computer-aided-design (CAD) of a fuzzy PD
controller was automated by way of extension through CAutoD-fuzzy PD amalgam.
The CAutoD scheme was shown to supersede its CAD counterpart in terms of steady
state performance and robustness to model changes. However, despite these abilities,
it still remains doubtful as to whether the combination could favourably compete in
terms of cost savings and computing memory resource allocations which in real-time
applications would be very unattractive for utilities. More importantly, the question
which has not been properly addressed by this combination is that of safety and equip-
ment constraints. Saturation at the output may have been automatically taken care
of, but issues arising due to natural limitations which could be imposed on the model’s
input-output ports have not been discussed anywhere in the literature, and this is a
significant drawback which needs be addressed. For this reason, this chapter proposes
a novel model-free predictive controller for direct online application in DSTATCOM as
an optional smart solution to power quality (PQ) problems. The new scheme is based
on the operating principles of the traditional model-based predictive (MPC) control.
With 30 years of chemical industrial presence, the MPC has grossly been under-utilised
particularly in the academic community where its chief advantage, the potential to
inherently handle constraints (removing the need for anti-wind-up due to integrator
presence in the PI controller) was hardly acknowledged, and therefore renegaded its
role to slow industrial processes. The literature has quite recently suggested the ap-
plication of the MPC in nonparametric and nonlinear systems with higher bandwidth,
see for example, (Kashiwagi & Li 2004); (DoyleIII et al. 1995). It has additionally
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been regarded as the only advanced control technique to have significantly impacted
the industrial process on a wider scale for the following reasons from (Maciejoweski
2002):
• The only generic control technology consistently dealing with equipment and
safety limitations
• The same basic formulation applies to both single and multi-variable plants
• It is easy to understand and implement
• It is more powerful than PID at all levels and easier to tune even in complex
loops containing long delay constants
Briefly described, the MPC uses its power of prediction to solve online optimal control
problem in the open loop. While closed loop performance is achieved through mea-
surements in the next time-step to update the optimisation problem. The underline
principle is to assume a linearised model of the plant and implement the first control
sequence at each time-step receded over a finite control horizon. Some of its earlier
successful strategies were built upon step response, impulse response and state-space
linear models including, for example, model algorithmic control, extended horizon con-
trol and generalised predictive control. The reader is referred to (Nikolaou 2001);
(Barry & Wang 2004) for detailed survey on the MPC theory and practice. Nonethe-
less, most of the applications reported therein were strictly restricted to slow linear
and not-too nonlinear processes.
Research activities enhancing MPC technology rapidly expanded when its ability to op-
erate plants closer to the limits while dealing at the same time with real-time constraints
became apparent. This resulted in a variety of faster schemes in linear approximation
of nonlinear processes being developed as in (Zanma & Asano 2010); (Wang & Boyd
2008); (Stenman 1999); and (Trulsson & Ljung 1985). I have in the previous chapters
learnt that point-wise online linearization requirement in an environment riddled with
missing algorithmic gradient information makes the PI unsuitable for smart control
systems (Canale et al. 2006). While, heavy rule-based computations slow down the
system and lack the credible stability criteria for assessing the system. The model
approximation errors and heavy computational burden caused by slow online optimi-
sation routines tend to make model-based designs even more unattractive in the wider
industrial application.
In this contribution, the possibilities of applying model-free predictive control (MFPC)
methods in distribution static compensator (DSTATCOM) have been explored. I began
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with augmenting a saturation element in nonlinear modeling of DSTATCOM through
describing functions. Then, a Nedler-Mead simplex optimiser is incorporated in the
MFPC as a non-gradient routine rather than the usual gradient or linear quadratic
programming (LQP) solution offered in (Johnson & Moradi 2005). The idea is to bypass
the model-based computational burden and predict the presence of limit cycles for
enhancing stability in order to support efficient practical online tuning in the simplest
possible way. Finally, simulation exercises carried in Matlab/Simulink environment
confirmed the superiority of my novel MFPC scheme over the previously presented
control methods as well as over other optimisation techniques.
5.2 Revisiting the MPC Structure
In this section, I highlighted on the concept and the basic structure of the model-based
scheme as a preamble to my model-free design. The concept of the MPC is built
upon the idea of generating process inputs (control actions) online, serving as solutions
to a practical optimisation problem which is solely dependent on the process model
and process measurements. The process measurements construe the MPC’s feedback
and/or feedforward element. The basic structure of a typical MPC is described through
Figure 5.1 from (Nikolaou 2001).
Figure 5.1: Basic MPC structure
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Realisation of the MPC has been straightforward especially in slow dynamic plants
like the chemical process, in which online optimisation is readily feasible. In such
situation, the MPC solves a receding open-loop real-time optimal control problem over
finite time horizon, with the first control of the resultant control series being executed
on the process (Perez 2008). Rather inappropriately, most of these designs were based
on linearised process models, whereas the majority of systems practically available are
nonlinear. Hence, using nonlinear models with robust optimisers such as the non-
gradient simplex algorithm proposed in this thesis is the only way to meet all the
required system’s performance specifications.
5.2.1 Description of the Basic Principle
A general framework notation of the MPC is presented in Figure 5.2 showing the
internal model (Q) assumed to be linear for calculation simplicity, which is used in
predicting the behaviour of the DSTATCOM model (P) starting from current time (t)
through a future prediction horizon (M). The predicted behaviour is a function of an
input trajectory dependent on the condition at the current time stated as u(t+ i|t); for
i = 0, 1, . . . , H − 1, applied over the entire prediction horizon with the aim of finding
which input produces the best prediction. The filter (F) located ahead of the setpoint
r(t) may be designed as a first-order low-pass with unit gain and small time constant
or a critically damped second-order with high natural frequency. Its purpose is to
add robustness to the model following by providing smooth reference signal through
soft-start. The DSTATCOM is modelled as P: <N 7→ < subjected to disturbance d(t),
where N represents the degree of freedom in the control input u(t) requiring online
optimisation. And the controller block (K) is responsible for issuing the control signal
of length N by minimising the error between yr and the predicted plant output ym over
a finite future horizon acquired through current output of the plant y(t) (Perez 2008).
As in other control formulations, the MPC design objective also poses a minimisation
problem of a cost function, J: <N 7→ <+ subject to some specified constraints which
I will still maintain in my model-free design. The reader may refer to (Maciejoweski
2002) for details.
5.2.2 Model-Based Formulation
Two basic approaches to model-based predictive control designs are available i.e., state-
space model-based scheme, and the input-output model-based scheme. I adopted the
former in the first part of this chapter, as it is the commonest framework where designed
controllers have specified terminal reference conditions. That is, at the end of horizon
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Figure 5.2: General MPC Framework
t + M , the control u(t) should be calculated in a recursive manner backwardly to the
present time. In the latter scheme, the control is aimed at achieving the predicted
performance of the plant as specified, which I applied in the second part of the chapter
(model-free design), because of its ability to deal with real-time control problems as
they emerge.
The discrete feature of the MPC according real-time control through simple quadratic
programming over finite horizons seems to have boosted its applicability. Leading
to its basic formulation being built upon certain universal assumptions given in the
literature. Such as a linear time-invariant plant model with a quadratic cost function
which penalizes changes on the input vector (∆u(t) = u(t) − u(t − 1)) rather than
penalising the input vector (u(t)) values directly; and that all constraints are in the
form of inequalities (Maciejoweski 2002).
Figure 5.3 demonstrates the internal working principle of the MPC which has been
simulated using a response from my DSTATCOM’s model over one cycle for 21
2
time-
constants, sampled at Ts = 0.002 seconds. I begin by assuming a discrete-time setting
represented by the current time t, while the current plant output is regarded as y(t).
The plant output should follow the setpoint trajectory s(t) at the current point in time
when a disturbance occurs. And it is supposed to be guided by a distinct reference
trajectory r(t) of a pre-calculated time constant τ = 0.008 seconds, approaching the
setpoint exponentially.
This way, the MPC quadratic routine can solve the minimisation problem over the two
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Figure 5.3: Basic MPC idea
horizons N and M in a receding manner through the following objective function:
J(u) = min
u(t+1),...,u(t+N)
{
M+H−1∑
k=M
|yr(t+ k)− y(t+ k)|r
} 1
r
(5.1)
where y(t+k) = y(t+k|t) = y(t)+[yN(t+k)−yN(t)],∀k, is estimated based on measure-
ments from the model up to the current time t, for all j ∈ M,M + 1, . . . ,M +H − 1
with M ≥ 1 being the minimum allowed prediction step; r = 1, 2 . . . ,∞ is evaluated
over the finite horizon of k as a metric norm and may take any of the known norms
like; mixed, M1, M2, M∞ or weighted, provided it allows online minimisation of the
objective function (J). the Euclidian norm with r = 2 is normally used in quadratic
programming (QP) to solve the online optimisation problems in which the first control
signal u = t + 1 is always applied to the plant in the following sequence till optimum
solution is attained.
u = [u(t+ 1)u(t+ 2) . . . u(t+N)] (5.2)
Note that the control horizon is often given the same value as the coincidence horizon
(i.e., N = H), while N ≤M from Perez (2008).
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5.2.3 Step Response as a Model
Here, I considered step response design of a linear DSTATCOM model to enable me
study the generic dynamic behaviour of the MPC. The step response concept is simple
in the sense that a step input can directly be applied on the controlled variable (ac-
tuator) of the plant to yeild subsequent output variables as time t approaches infinity
(i.e., until stability). However, the technique has its drawbacks, see for example page
108 of (Maciejoweski 2002). Among these drawbacks, I am particularly interested in
converting the feature of the step inputs often disrupting the plant’s normal operation
in real time to practical usage for my new model-free design. Because of the model
linearity, I can determine the response to an arbitrary input vector via a convolution
integral which is defined as
y(t) =
t∑
j=0
V (t− j)αj (5.3)
I can then apply a unit pulse at time t = 0 to one of the inputs k such that, αl(0) = 1:
αl(n) = 0 for n > 0, in my DSTATCOM model operating at a steady-state with all
initial conditions (for input and output variables) set to 0. So that, the order of the
output response k given as (vkl(0), vkl(1), . . .) can be represented as a vector of all the
output responses at time (t) as [v1l(t), v2l(t), . . . , vpl(t)]
T . From this I can develop a
matrix showing the response of each output to a unit pulse applied to an input as:
V (T ) =

v11(t) v12(t) . . . v1q(t)
v21(t) v22(t) . . . v2q(t)
...
. . .
...
vp1(t) vp2(t) . . . vpq(t)
 (5.4)
Although it is theoratically feasible to acquire a pulse train response matrices through
pulse response tests of the form: {V (0), V (1), . . . , V (N)}. It is however almost practi-
cally impossible to perform such tests due to the enormous pulse amplitudes required
to excite the plant to give meaningful results. And the sequence should be long enough
to make V (N) ≈ 0 even if the test was carried out. In such situation, the plant’s initial
steady-state condition is never zeroed and the convolutional information resulting from
the impulse differences (y(t)− y(−1)) which in practice replaces y(t), can never be ac-
counted for. That is why I revert to using the concept of unit step input in conjunction
with the convolution integral below.
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For a unit step input l : αl(t) = (1, 1, 1 . . .), the plant’s output response k is obtained
as
yl(t) =
t∑
j=0
vkl(t− j)αl(j) =
t∑
j=0
vkl(t− j) =
t∑
j=0
vkl(j) (5.5)
and yeilds the following step response matrix.
M(t) =
t∑
j=0
V (j) (5.6)
The matrixM(t) is often referred to as the dynamic matrix, from which dynamic matrix
control (DMC) may have been coined. Hence, the sequence M(0),M(1), . . . ,M(N) can
be used as the model of the plant, wherefore a large value of N , M(N + 1) ≈ M(N)
(Maciejoweski, 2002). The output ensuing from the arbitrary input sequence can thus
be expressed using the step response matrix M(t) and the changes of the input vector
∆u(t), instead of the pulse response matrix V (t) and the actual input u(t) given in Eq.
5.2. Hence, the transformation of this (pulse response) equation via the convolution
integral into its step response counterpart can be accomplished by
y(t) =
t∑
j=0
M(j)∆u(t− j) (5.7)
I can now relate this equation to the state-space model of the DSTATCOM as a nec-
essary prediction design step. The model used is recognised to be of the following
order.
x(t+ 1) = Ax(t) +Bu(t) (5.8)
y(t) = Cx(t) +Du(t) (5.9)
where x is a 3-state vector, y is the measured output, A is 3× 3 matrix, B is a column
vector, C is a row vector, and (D = 0) as already defined in chapter 2, and the initial
state is assumed known as x(0) = 0. By first applying the impulse response and
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then transforming it to the step response using the convolution integral as before, the
following linear model parameters were obtained.
X =
 iqid
vdc
 , A =
 −220 0 0−200 −377 0
377 200 129.3
 , B =
 −4.4e+ 0040
0
 , U = α,
and
C =
[
−330 0 0
]
But, as I have noted that the system has 3 states (x(t)) which are responsible for
storing the history of the system, so that by knowing x(t) there is no need to know what
happened before time t to predict the system’s behaviour in the future. Unfortunately,
the step response model I want to incorporate for prediction does not have a state.
Which means I cannot access the state, and will therefore have to reasonably use the
’past’ available information about the system’s behaviour long before time t. The
prediction sequence can thus be accomplished through the optimisation process earlier
described.
5.3 Preliminary MPC Simulations
Again, using DSTATCOM model of Eq. 3.1, I performed closed-loop MFPC simula-
tions based on different values of the control and predictive horizons with the aim of
investigating their influence on the new model-free technique.
5.3.1 Tuning Effects on MPCs
As I have experienced in the first part of chapter 4, where manual tuning through
trial-and-error techniques of some specific parameters became an element of the design
problem. In MFPC design too, there are a number of adjustable parameters that
need be tuned to achieve the desired performance specifications. And these would
normally include filter coefficients, input and output weights, control and prediction
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horizons, and disturbance dynamics. In this section I shall investigate the effects of
changing such parameters under uncertainties and changes in a model operating under
feedback condition. Although it has been argued that feedback can itself destabilise a
stable system, it is also believed to reduce the effects of unmeasureable disturbances
and restrain the uncertainties due to model changes being transferred into the model
behaviour. Such investigations are necessary for guiding my model-free design.
5.3.2 Effects of Tuning Horizons
By selecting direct form symmetric FIR filter coefficients [0.5 0.05] from the MPC in
Matlab, a model-based design simulation was performed by setting the input weight to
0, and the input rate weight to 0.1. Recall that, I will be changing the rate of change
of the input instead of changing the input directly. The control signal shown in Figure
5.5 was sampled at a control interval of 0.002 seconds. Setting the output weight
to 1, the control signal produced the response shown in Figure 5.4 at predictive and
control horizons specified as P = 20 and C = 2. Both unconstrained and constrained
MPC models were considered for this exercise. Constraints were enforced as depicted
in Figure 5.6 where the response showed remarkable improvement from overshoot at
lower cost depicted in Figure 5.7. To further gain insight into this phenomenon, I fixed
the predictive horizon value and raised the control horizon to 4. It is observed that
the overshoot has reduced with improved settling time at virtually the same cost as in
Figures 5.8.
By enforcing constraint as in Figures 5.10 with its associated control signal in Figure
5.11, the overshoot is supressed and converted to an undershoot with improved settling
time. However, this condition is also not healthy for equipment operation. Observa-
tions showed that changing the predictive horizon down stream can significantly affect
the system’s response, especially with applied constraints which produced oscillatory
response with prolonged settling time. This scenario has been demonstrated in Figures
5.12 to 5.15, where the predictive and control horizons were dropped to 10 and 2, re-
spectively. Therefore, predictive horizon values are more desirable if pegged at about
5 : 1 ratio to control horizon. Yet, higher predictive values (above 20) occasionally lead
to loose control with large overshoots. Additionally, my investigation revealed that,
the closer the control horizon is to the predictive horizon, the tighter is the response,
agreeing with C ≤ P earlier noted.
5.3.3 Effects of Tuning Filter Coefficients
The direct form FIR filter used here is meant to guide the output trajectory, and its
coefficients play a significant role in ensuring close-tracking of the reference trajectory.
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Figure 5.4: Changing horizons for unconstrained plant;
P = 20;C = 2
Figure 5.5: Unconstrained control signal:
α = 0.0032 rads
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Figure 5.6: Changing horizons for constrained plant:
P = 20;C = 2
Figure 5.7: Constrained control signal:
α = 0.003050 rads
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Figure 5.8: Raising control horizon for unconstrained plant:
P = 20;C = 4
Figure 5.9: Raised unconstrained control signal
α = 0.003020 rads
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Figure 5.10: Raising control horizon for constrained plant:
P = 20;C = 4
Figure 5.11: Raised constrained control signal
α = 0.003050 rads
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Figure 5.12: Lowering predictive horizon for unconstrained plant:
P = 10;C = 2
Figure 5.13: Lowered unconstrained control signal
α = 0.003020 rads
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Figure 5.14: Lowering predictive horizon for constrained plant:
P = 10;C = 2
Figure 5.15: Lowered constrained control signal
α = 0.003050 rads
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Since data is the summation of signal information and noise contamination. It becomes
paramount to employ an appropriate filtering and smoothening (interchangeably used)
device to remove noise from the signal before the data is used for predictive control. By
removing the high frequency signal from the data (enhances prediction performance),
the chances of damaging the real-timeliness of the data is eliminated (no time-delay
introduced). Smoothening simply means estimation of past values based on available
information until the present time. Two methods have been identified towards this
process viz; optimal smoothing, and bidirectional (low-pass) filtering from (Kanjilal
1995). For simplicity, I used bidirectional approach to introduce the concept of real-
time bidirectional filtering for the model-free design application, in section 5.5. I chose
it because, off-line model-based method discussed in this section is incapable of pro-
cessing terminal data.
Figure 5.16 demonstrates this effect through FIR’s numerator coefficients [0.5 0.05] by
applying a step setpoint trajectory s(t) = 220 volts in an unconstrained plant, where
the output trajectory (y(t)) is observed to follow the reference trajectory (r(t)) at a
rather wide pace with successive ringing. The control effort which was sampled at
0.002 seconds interval is shown in Figure 5.17. A completely different trend is found in
Figure 5.18 as the first coefficient A is lowered to equal B, building a pair of coefficients
as [0.05 0.05]. Although the ringing has been eliminated from the responses, but the
magnitude of r(t) has dropped to 200 volts. However, there is improvement in the
output y(t) which rouse from 115 volts to 175 volts, at a high cost of 0.003720 rads in
Figure 5.19.
Consequently, an opposite effect was produced when the coeffient A was raised to 5
while keeping B fixed. Figures 5.20 and 5.21 clearly show the system thrown into
instability by this action. However, further lowering coefficient A to 0.005 and raising
B to say 0.5 has actually stabilised the system once again and improved the reference
following as the magnitude appreciates as indicative in Figure 5.22 and 5.23.
As a final test on the effects of filtering, I created another scenario by lowering the
value of coefficient B to 0.005 while fixing A = 0.5, and applied horizons of PH = 20
and CH = 4 to an unconstrained system. Sampling time remains as before i.e., (0.002)
seconds. The reference response (r(t)) seems massively overshot, and repelled the
output trajectory (y(t)) which also is forced far below the setpoint trajectory (s(t))
as depicted in Figure 5.24. The control effort is shown to go through several cycles
before settling at 0.0024 radians as in Figure 5.25. To further verify the filter tuning
characteristics, I raised both coefficients to a unit value and observed that the responses
even grew further apart and adorned in overshoots as presented in Figure 5.26. While
Figure 5.27 represents the control effort that produced the change at 0.00174 rads.
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Figure 5.16: Plant with tuned filter coefficients case 1:
A = 0.5;B = 0.05
Figure 5.17: Control signal for case 1
α = 0.002215rads
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Figure 5.18: Plant with tuned filter coefficients case 2:
A = 0.05;B = 0.05
Figure 5.19: Control signal for case 2
α = 0.003720 rads
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Figure 5.20: Unstable plant with raised FIR
A = 0.5;B = 0.05
Figure 5.21: Control signal (unsatble)
α = undefined rads
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Figure 5.22: Stable plant with raised FIR
A = 0.005;B = 0.5
Figure 5.23: Control signal (stabilised)
α = 0.003900 rads
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Figure 5.24: Unconstarined further FIR tuning
A = 0.5;B = 0.005
Figure 5.25: Control signal of further tuning
α = 0.0024 rads
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Figure 5.26: Tuning FIR coeficients to unity
A = 1;B = 1
Figure 5.27: Control signal to unit tuning
α = 0.00174 rads
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5.3.4 Effects of Weight Tuning
Three types of weights are involved in MPC tuning i.e.; input , change of input, and
output weights. As before, I set the input weight u(t) to 0 and set its rate of change
∆u(t) to 0.1, while the output α(t) = 1 for this simulation. In order to meet the desired
performance specifications, five measures of merit were compared, namely; ISE, ITE,
ITAE, ITSE, and ISTSE as often found in the MPC control design. Considering
a two degree of freedom system earlier depicted in Figure 5.2, showing the command
signal passing through a pre-filtering stage before assuming a closed-loop reference
(r(t)) position. Two important transfer functions fundamental to feedback theory,
in addition to the system’s existing transfer functions are; sensitivity function and
complementary sensitivity function which relate all other inputs and outputs within
the system according to (Maciejoweski 2002). In a good feedback design practice, it is
normal to have the sensitivity function as small as possible. This would guarantee best
setpoint following and supress the effect of disturbance at the output to the barest
minimum. Since both sensitivity functions complement each other in time domain
design, I am going to assume a single figure for them for simplicity. Table 5.1 is
the result of simulating the system with pre-assigned tuning weights. The sensitivity
indices indicate that the ITSE index performs better than the other three at the lowest
set of sensitivities for change in input, input, and the output weights.
Table 5.1: Performance Index Based MFPC Tuning
PI Parameters Weight (W) Sensitivity (S)
ISE
Input 0 0
Input Rate 0.1 1.011e− 005
Output 1 −3.42e− 006
IAE
Input 0 0
Input Rate 0.1 2.973e− 007
Output 1 2.251e− 007
ITSE
Input 0 0
Input Rate 0.1 1.023e− 009
Output 1 1.751e− 009
ITAE
Input 0 0
Input Rate 0.1 8, 213e− 009
Output 1 3.002e− 008
ISTSE
Input 0 0
Input Rate 0.1 1.102e− 005
Output 1 −5.39e− 005
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5.3.5 Problem of the Model-Based Prediction
Excessive model reliance is the main disadvantage of model-based predictive controllers,
especially in models driven full of model errors from the first principles. This may often
require huge computation costs before reasonable solutions are attained. At times the
solutions are even hardly achievable if applied to nonlinear systems with stochastic dy-
namics of varying operating points at short time constants. One other concern about
the MPC also is the need for Kalman’s filtering for state estimation which also adds
to its computational complexity. Notwithstanding its successful applications in slow
dynamics linear practical systems, the success needs be extended to fast dynamics non-
linear ones. The extension may be applicable in one of the following three categories.
One, a case of model characterised by unavailability of the quantitative knowledge of
the plant often referred to as “black box problem”. In such case, the plant may have
either too many complex dynamics or the physical process may have been poorly un-
derstood. Two, a case where the knowledge of the plant is avilable but inaccurate, such
as in engine combustion control dealing with for example, fuel level changes. This type
of problem is referred to as “gray box problem”. Three and the simplest of the two
models is the “white box problem”, in which the quantitative knowledge of the plant is
readily available and can easily be controlled through established control methods and
tools including the MPC. To solve this problem, in section 5.4 I devised a new means
of boycotting the model with its associated Kalman’s filter and use online input-output
data of the system in an adaptive manner to perform prediction control in a model-free
environment. This will tackle the black, gray, and white problems especially, the gray
problem with which most industrial applications are identified.
5.4 Switching to Model-Free Prediction Control
The concept of the model-free control is built around the model-on-demand theory
described in (Cleveland & Devlin 1988), which was presented as an alternative poly-
nomial modelling to conventional modelling techniques the likes of wavelets, radial
basis and neural networks. The idea is to perform modelling around unique operat-
ing points on the input-output data by directly storing it in pairs such that for every
modelling requirement around that operating point, a subset of data is made available
from the data base for modelling operation, instead of indirectly adapting the global
process model. This scheme offers the advantage of realizing a congruent model free
from linearized operating point dispersions. To achieve this, I adopted the three stages
prescribed for a model-free method realization from (Hsu & Meyer 1968). These stages
include a restrained control structure, an optimization criteria, and an optimization
routine all of which have been discussed under section 5.5. The DSTATCOM was first
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augmented through a saturation describing function (DF) to account for nonlinearities
and establish the system’s stability criterion for the model-free approach as explained
below.
5.4.1 The Describing Functions
Describing functions theories represent a powerful mathematical means for evaluating
the behaviour of nonlinear systems, see details on description of some nonlinearities in
(Ushio 2002). The motivation behind this is based on the fact that all real systems are
nonlinear except within a limited operating range. Also the control engineer is relieved
of having to linearise a nonlinear model from first principle techniques. This fact is
also true for DSTATCOM in which the benefits of nonlinearity can easily be tapped
to generate desirable periodic signals.
Figure 5.28: Nonlinear feedback control loop
The stability analysis of nonlinear feedback control systems such as fuzzy controllers
whose theory remains illusive can now be readily analysed using describing functions
as explained (Wang & Boyd 2008). Conversely, the stability of an off-line design of
predictive controllers in open-loop mode is simply realized through parameter tuning
while formulating the problem provided that the plant model is accurate as I have
demonstrated above, see also (Bhende et al. 2006). Therefore, my proposed online
model-free design uses the capabilities of describing functions to sense the presence of
limit circles (oscillations) in closed-loop. This way, the same parameters are used to
tune the controller for optimality as in the model-based, except that optimality is very
difficult to realise in the case of model-based tuning.
Figure 5.28 shows the general notation of a closed-loop control system for nonlinear
DSTATCOM plant D(s), augmented with describing function of a saturation element
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N(s). The augmented describing function will be deduced in section 5.4.2. The decou-
pled controller P (s) is an unrestricted structure type, e.g., a model-based predictive
controller generating control sequence u(t) based on error signal e(t), which is pro-
duced by the difference between the setpoint r(t) and the controlled variable y(t). In
this work, only u(t) and y(t) generated online data is required to implement the model-
free predictive control. (Ushio 2002) has shown that, choosing the error as e=a cosωt
would simplify extracting the control signal such that,
u = ue = u(a cosωt,−aω sinωt) (5.10)
Since ωt has a minimum period of 2pi with e as a trigonometric function, then u is
a piecewise smooth function of the same period. Similarly u can be expanded by
considering the fundamental component of a Fourier series such that u = a1 cosωt +
b1 sinωt while ignoring the sub-harmonics and subjecting all the even compontents to
zero, so that
a1 =
(
2
pi
)∫ pi
0
u(a cosωt,−aω sinωt) cosωtdωt (5.11)
b1 =
(
2
pi
)∫ pi
0
u(a cosωt,−aω sinωt) sinωtdωt (5.12)
the describing function, DF may thus be deduced as
N(a, ω) =
a1 − jb1
a
(5.13)
5.4.2 Augmented DSTATCOM
The nonlinear DSTATCOM model can be given in the following ordinary differential
equation
x˙ = f(t, x, u) (5.14)
y = g(t, x, u) (5.15)
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where the variables f and g can be evaluated using any analytical solver, while u and
y are the external control input and output signals to the DSTATCOM.
For the model-free design, all limit cycles in linear systems are assumed to be periodi-
cally sinusoidal whose period and amplitude can be predicted by describing functions
through the nonlinear feedback control system described above. This assumption is
only valid since the transfer function of the nonlinear plant D(s) is a low pass filter
of reasonably small time constants, actually less than 0.008 seconds as I have earlier
established from the linear plant in chapter 2.
The augmented DSTATCOM model based on Eq. 5.13 can be represented as a satu-
ration nonlinearity which has the following sinusoidal input describing function:
N(a, ω) = −1, if ω ≤ −1 (5.16)
N(a, ω) =
2
pi
(sin−1(ω) + (ω
√
(1− ω2))), if − 1 < ω < 1 (5.17)
N(a, ω) = 1, if ω ≥ 1 (5.18)
where ω = 0.5/a, defined over saturation within the range of 0.5 and −0.5, and a is
the amplitude of the sinusoidal input.
I can thus compute what is referred to in the literature as the sine input describing
function (SIDF) N(a, ω) for any varying range of amplitudes x against the frequency ω.
For example, taking the range from 0.1 to 21 at step size of 2.1, as in Figure 5.29 showing
a decaying frequency with amplitude growth. Note the expression for SIDF is just a
modification of the linear transfer function representing the LTI system G(jω) as an
approximated quasi-linear system whose response to sine wave is not purely sinusoidal.
In this type of system most of the output energy is assigned to the same frequency
(ω) as in the input. Therefore, does not require the customary external harmonic filter
as they intrinsically tend to behave like a low or band-pass filter. For this advantage,
SIDF technique is invariably applied in estimating oscillation (limit cycle) amplitudes
in sinusoidal electronic circuits. Generally, DF methods are more important in the
analysis of systems which are not too nonlinear, such as the DSTATCOM.
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Figure 5.29: DF of frequency vs amplitude
The condition for the existance of a limit cycle in the system’s response is defined as
(Hsu, 1968),
G(jω) = −P (jω)D(jω) = −1
N(a)
(5.19)
and
G(a, ω) = N(a, ω)D(jω) = −1 (5.20)
satisfies the condition for the closed-loop system from Figure 5.28 to oscillate, assuming
its linear and steady state stable. In such case, the system is behaving as a low-pass
filter in which the equation is used to predict self-oscillations. The stability analysis of
this kind of system is described below.
Equation 5.19 can be solved analytically and it is easy to determine the presence of
a limit cycle that causes instability at each intersection of the right and the left hand
terms of the equation using Nichols curve. The right hand term gives the amplitude of
the limit cycle which depends on the saturation droop, while the left hand term gives its
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frequency that is independent of the droop size. The describing function maps between
the lines, irrespective of the droop size, at (0dB, -180) and (∞, -180) as illustrated
by the Nichols chart in Figure 5.30. Thus, existence of limit cycles is not affected by
changes in droop size. But changes in time constants due to, for example, load recovery
time can significantly affect P (jw) which is a “gain” value, by longitudinally shifting
G(jw) across the Nichols chart. Moving the curve below (0dB, -180) inevitably changes
the amplitude and removes any limit cycle present without altering the stability of the
closed-loop system.
Figure 5.30: Nichols chart for describing function
5.5 MFPC Direct Online Design
As earlier explained, the simplex version of the iterative feedback tuning introduces
the concept of computing a gradient-free cost function in our model-free design. The
template of the algorithm in subsection 5.5.1 is required for the vector of control pa-
rameter β(k) ∈ <l to perform online control optimization through gradient extension
of 5.21 as
δJ
δβ
(k) =
1
Tf
∫ Tf
0
{
e(t, β(k))
δe(t, β(k))
δβ
+ µ2u(t, β(k))
δu(t, β(k))
δβ
}
dt (5.21)
The aim is to compute the closed-loop system signals at varying operating points.
This way, real system data is made available to the optimal routine at all time via the
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database storage formed by the closed-loop signals namely; reference r(t), error e(t),
manipulated variable u(t), and the control variable y(t), again prescribed as per Figure
5.28 in the time domain. The reader is once more referred to (Kashiwagi & Li 2004) for
details on such computations. From the on going, implementing the model-free routine
of 5.21 clearly requires processing the actual plant data to obtain all the signals in 5.22,
that is:
e(t, β(k)),
δe(t, β(k))
δβ
, u(t, β(k)),
δu(t, β(k))
δβ
(5.22)
as shown in Figure 5.31. It is obvious from the figure that two set of responses due
to r(t) and e(t, β(k)) are injected at the reference entry points. The current error
e(t, β(k)) and the control signal u(t, β(k)) at each iteration are stored while the error
signal e(t, β(k)) is again fed back into the reference point to generate new signals
e1(t, β(k)), u1(t, β(k)), and y1(t, β(k)). This process is repeated until optimal solution
is attained. It is clear from that no model is required for the procedure, validating my
claim of a model-free design.
Figure 5.31: Model-free signal generator
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5.5.1 Model-Free Predictive Control Paradigm
The concept of model-free control presented in chapter 5 is built around the model-
on-demand theory described in (Cleveland & Devlin 1988) which was presented as
an alternative polynomial modelling to conventional modelling technique the likes of;
wavelets, radial basis and neural networks. Nonetheless, the literature suggests that
model-free prediction was triggered by Van Overschee and De Moor’s approach of using
a normal MPC fundamental principle to usurp past input, past output, and future input
signals in predicting the future process output (Barry & Wang 2004). In the same token,
researchers like (Stenman 1999); (Kadalia et al. 2003); and (Barry & Wang 2004), were
motivated to design an MPC that directly used subspace identification based on system
matrices later to be known as MFPC . While the the idea of using describing functions
in nonlinear control techniques emerged from (A˚stro¨m & Ha¨gglund 1985). It has been
understood that the majority of the subsystem identification based MFPCs are only
good for slow process applications due to their reliance on system matrix data, as in the
MPC. Unfortunately, the gradient algorithms mostly used in the scheme is deficient for
the difficulties often encountered while seeking analytical solution of Ricatti equation
in more complex systems. For this reason, I proposed a-posteriori Nelder-Mead simplex
method for online MFPC application in DSTATCOM discussed in chapter 5.
In a model-based design the states iq(t), id(t) and vdc in Eq. 3.1 cannot be measured
directly and therefore are predicted through a state estimator such as Kalman filter
which is often designed around an internal model of the plant using gradient methods
for flexibility. However, the idea of such prediction in the model-free concept is built
with the intent of boycotting the model and replacing gradient algorithm with a much
faster simplex algorithm. This section describes the stages involved in achieving such
model-free technique.
Restrained Control Structure
This is the first of the three steps involved towards the new model-free design introduced
in section 5.5. This stage is akin to implementing output constraints on the system and
is accomplished through the following way. Online operations of the nonlinear model
in Figure 5.28 generates a database and delivers a pair of manipulated input u and
control variable y around an operating point such that
g(t) = n(ψ(t)) + ξ(t), t = 1, . . . N (5.23)
where g(t) is a nonlinear model updated at every new operating point, n(.) is an
undefined model’s nonlinear mapping and ψ(t) is a white noise term.
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A decoupled predictive controller with a high gain factor and an integrator can be
replicated and included in the feedback as a conventional proportional-integral scheme
in the following way.
P (β) = β1 +
β2
s
(5.24)
where the controller parameters are represented by
P (s)⇒ P (β), kp ⇒ β1, ki ⇒ β2, and βi ∈ <, i = 1, . . . , l.
and the vector of the parameters expressed as βi ∈ <l., and l represents the total
number of parameters.
Including an integrator at this stage enables attainment of the stability boundary
known as limit cycle, in the nonlinear DSTATCOM control during steady state op-
erations. Conversely, introducing a large gain factor guarantees system stability by
appropriately adjusting the time constants as explained in subsection 5.4.2.
Gradient Optimization Criterion
The decision about optimisation criterion is the second step, which was initially per-
formed through gradient information based cost functions for solving optimization
problems since the 1960’s (Hsu & Meyer 1968). This technique works best in slow
processes with large time constants. As high speeds are particularly desirable in sys-
tems with small time-constants and with continuous shifting operating points. Then,
a robust direct optimization criterion is required to access an established database re-
gardless of gradient information to solve the online optimization problem. The simplex
algorithm is a direct search method proposed in the next subsection to perform online
synthesization of the controller properties, as a final step to the new model-free design
procedure.
To better understand the inner working of the scheme, I first analyse the algorithm
through a working template given in Figure 5.32. The Figure describes a basic de-
terministic objective function routine ideal for localising weighting indices for error,
control, and process output signals expressed in the continuous time domain as
J(β) =
1
2Tf
∫ Tf
0
[Rye(t, β)
2 + µ2Suu(t, β)
2]dt (5.25)
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where R and S are weighing filters, TF is the final time, t is time instant, e is the
system error, δe is rate of change of the error, u being the control signal, δu is the rate
of change of the control signal, µ is the weighting cost, and β is the vector of control
parameters as given in the following equations.
For simplicity, the weighting filters in 5.25 are set to R = S = 1, then the gradient
cost function formulation becomes
J(β) =
1
2Tf
∫ Tf
0
(e2(t, β)) + µ2u2(t, β))dt (5.26)
this formulation leads to the generation of four control parameters based on the vector
β ∈ <l shown to achieve a steady state as Tf →∞ in following manner:
δJ
δβ
=
1
Tf
∫ Tf
0
{
e(t, β)
δe(t, β)
δβ
+ µ2u(t, β)
δu(t, β)
δβ
}
dt (5.27)
Evolutionary Non-Gradient Simplex Scheme
The simplex algorithm was first published in 1965 as “Nelder Mead simplex” algorithm
(Lagarias et al. 1998). Since then, it has been widely applied as direct search method
for nonlinear unconstrained optimization. The algorithm utilises a simplex of k + 1
points of k dimensional vectors p by making unidirectional move over the initial guess
p0 and adding 5% of each component p0(i) to p0. It then uses the k vectors as elements
of the simplex in addition to p0. When p0 = 0, i is assigned as 0.00025 and the simplex
is then modified repeatedly by the algorithm in the following sequence: order, reflect,
expand, reflect, calculate, contract − outside, contract − inside, and shrink. Inter-
ested readers are referred to optimisation toolbox in Matlab for a detailed description
of this phenomena. It is implemented here through the gradient of Eq. 5.27, which was
traditionally noted for slowing down the routine and increasing computational count
when used in nonlinear systems. Hence, The simplex algorithm is incorporated as
an iterative feedback tuner (IFT) within the restrained prediction space to search for
optimal control solution with dispatch, in the following minimization problem (5.28).
min
w.r.t.β∈<l
J(β) (5.28)
The motivation behind the use of simlex IFT is that they are gradient-free functions
which are practically capable of accessing online closed-loop data by bypassing the
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Figure 5.32: Basic optimization routine
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intermediate models occasionally encountered in model-based designs due to changing
operating conditions. And the technique can be realised by decomposing the gradients
in (5.27) to a simple quadratic problem solvable over finite coincidence horizon C and
control horizon M in a direct online MPC formulation described in (Kashiwagi & Li
2004). I then replaced (5.28) with a new design objective J : <M 7→ <+ to synthesize
the MPC to solve for Q : <M 7→ < such that
J(u) = minu||e|| (5.29)
subject to constraints imposed by the describing function saturation on the actuators
and its rates of change given by
umin ≤ u(t) ≤ umax : ∆umin ≤ ∆u(t) ≤ ∆umax (5.30)
and
e = r − y (5.31)
is the error to be minimized, while y is the predicted output at the current time t
estimated from the model and actual output information. Numerical minimization
is preferred in practice as analytical zeroing of J means setting infinite control gains
which threatens the system’s stability (Kashiwagi & Li 2004). Thus, the new online
formulation of 5.29 taking 5.31 into consideration yields:
J(u) = min
u(t+1),...,u(t+M)
{
L+P−1∑
k=L
|r(t+ k)− y(t+ k)|r
} 1
r
(5.32)
The objective becomes clear from 5.32, of minimizing the control effort with respect to
the error. To realise this with a given setpoint value s(t), a reference trajectory r(t) will
be traced by the plant output y(t). Such a desired trajectory is normally obtained from
the response of a first-order low-pass pre-filter in (Kashiwagi & Li 2004). However, low-
pass filters are occasioned with an ’input leakage effect’ in a one-pole one-zero transfer
configuration that flattens out the cross over frequency leading to implementation
difficulties and overall performance degradation. To combat the effect, I replaced this
filter with a finite impulse response (FIR) filter which is inherently stable and requires
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no feedback. This means that, all its poles are located at the origin within the limit
cycle, an essential condition for stability. The impulse response f(n) is then calculated
by feeding the FIR filter input with the Kronecker delta δ(n) impulse signal to yeild a
response of a set of coefficients or tap weights bn using
f(n) =
l∑
i=0
biδ(n− 1) = bn (5.33)
for n = 0 to l.
The discrete implementation is realized in Z-plane as
F (z) = Z {f [n]} =
∞∑
n=−∞
f(n)z−1 =
l∑
n=0
bnz
−n (5.34)
The reference trajectory r(t) is also defined in the continuous-time domain as
r(t) = s(1− e−tτ ) (5.35)
In order to compute J through (5.32) discrete-time domain to conform with (5.34), a
difference equation is derived from 5.35 as
r(t+ 1) = αr(t) + (1− α)s (5.36)
for a chosen control interval T (µs);
α = 1− T
τ
(5.37)
Hence, iterating 5.36 yields
r(t+ 2) = αr(t+ 1) + (1− α)s = α2r(t) + (1− α2)s (5.38)
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Generally, the reference trajectory (r(t)) is iteratable k-steps ahead, such that
r(t+ k) = αkr(t) + (1− αk)s (5.39)
Similarly, it is possible to estimate from the plant model D(t) the output y(t + k)
by iterating yM(t) k-steps ahead. As the objective function is being formulated, its
minimization can be applied online to obtain an optimal control sequence of the form
u = [u(t+ 1)u(t+ 2), . . . , u(t+M)] (5.40)
Thus, accomplishing the new model-free predictive control sequence.
5.6 Test for Step-Change
In this section, the dynamic behaviour of the new MFPC scheme is tested against
step changes occasioned by overvoltage and undervoltage conditions. An overvoltage
condition is caused by a number of factors such as single load or a group of load
dropping out of the system, leading to a sudden rise in the source voltage or current.
This phenomenon is the same as the voltage swell situation treated in subsection 5.8.3
through the simulation model. In a similar way as the voltage sag has been treated in
the same section, the undervoltage condition is a voltage drop phenomenon caused by
a source outage or due to some feeder fault. We have been able to demonstrate both
these conditions through our control model in Figure 5.33 to 5.36.
A step-up change is applied in the first case following a drop of 120 volts in Figure
5.33 which is required to be raised to 220 volts. The action has been accomplished by
the MFPC where an initial control output of 0.0017 radians is transformed to 0.0031
radians to produce the required change in voltage as depicted by Figure 5.34. The
dynamics of the system were then changed to mimic a step-down situation with an
initial voltage state at 220 volts, a sudden drop was introduced at 0.1 seconds to 120
volts as shown in Figure 5.35. The control effort responsible for upholding the change
came down to 0.0025 radians from 0.0045 radians and is shown in Figure 5.36. Clearly,
the control model demonstrates the flexibility to accommodate any kind of change with
an intact reference following through the Figures.
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Figure 5.33: Step-up: 120 to 220 volts
Figure 5.34: Alpha: 0.0017 to 0.0031 rads
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Figure 5.35: Step-down: 220 to 120 volts
Figure 5.36: Alpha: 0.0031 to 0.0031 rads
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5.7 Experimental DSTATCOM Model
With the difficulty envisaged for testing my design on a real power system, the Sim-
PowerSystems (SPS) software provides me with the required simplicity and relative
analytical power to rapidly design, implement and simulate nonlinear control systems.
Equipped with sophisticated power electronic devices and other electrical, electrome-
chanical as well as control systems libraries, the software performs better than conven-
tional analysis tools. It contains textbook proven models which have been validated
against the experience of the Power Systems Testing and Simulation Laboratory of
Hydro-Quebec, a large North American utility sited in Canada. A detailed test model
shown in Figure 5.37, with an accurate representation of two IGBT based voltage-
sourced PWM inverter bridges has been developed. The SPS has been proven as an
ideal platform for the realisation of complex, self contained power systems as found in
application to power utilities, aircraft, automobiles, and manufacturing plants (Math-
Works 2009a). Coupled with Simulink, SPS provides the necessary domain for multi-
modelling and efficient control design environment.
Figure 5.37: SPS DSTATCOM model
A single-line representation of the test system is depicted in Figure 5.38 illustrating
the various components and their ratings involved in the simulation model. The shunt
DSTATCOM device can be seen rated at 1 MVar, 11 kV and connected to the PCC
(B2) through 11 kV/415 V coupling transformer.
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Figure 5.38: Single-line diagram
The circuit is based on a fixed-step discretized sampling time of Ts = 5 µseconds
at a switching (modulation) frequency of 1400 Hz. And the controller is fitted with
larger sample time of (32× Ts = 160) µseconds. A 500 µF capacitor determined from
calculations in the design stage, acts as the DC voltage source for the inverter, while the
inverter output is fitted with LC damped filters (resistances connected in series with
capacitors) to give a quality factor of 30 at 50 Hz. Voltage and current acquisition is
enabled by anti-aliasing filters. This type of model is ideal for studying power quality
related issues such as harmonics and other control system dynamics typically within
the range of hundreds milliseconds to one second (Giroux et al. 2001).
Further closed-loop validity correlation between the control model and the simulation
model designed through the SimPowerSystems software presented in chapter 5 is shown
in Figure 5.39. This affirms the closeness of my derived control model to the simulation
model and hence its suitability for practical applications, despite the presence of minor
unavoidable modelling errors. However, trends shown from the simulation model data
(red) indicates clearly that initial conditions in practical DSTATCOMs starts way
above zero (in fact at 0.47 pu). Conversely, the control model data curve (blue) shows
the initial condition to begin in the vicinity of 0.07 pu. Despite bearable overshoots
that can be observed in both models, the settling times are remarkably set almost at
the same phase, although my control model exhibits a much faster rise time trend. But
in the overall the correlation can generally be said “acceptable” for practical viability.
5.8 Power Quality Simulations
The traditional distribution system design parameters would normally include analysis
of the system’s voltages, currents, active and reactive power rms quantities at the PCC
through ordinary control systems. The approach of this research is based on automated
intelligent designs to rapidly integrate optimisation of the related parameters to the
customer using modelling and simulation. In this section, a selected number of specified
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Figure 5.39: Closed-loop model validation
PQ problems are simulated and controlled by my novel model-free design placed in the
feedback with the SimPowerSystem (simulation) model described above.
Identification of PQ issues is basically done either from the perspective of the distur-
bances caused by the supply voltage quality or load current quality. Voltage sag or
voltage swell represent an example of the first category. These kind of disturbances can
lead to tripping of sensitive computing and medical equipment, which often translate
into industrial shut-down costing the operators an enormous amount of money (Acha &
Anaya-Lara 2002). As such mitigating devices are installed at the appropriate position
to quell them. The second category involves a phenomenon of poor quality current
absorbed by the load. Current and voltage harmonics normally ingested by disturbed
loads in, for example, switching action in a converter, or unbalanced currents and
voltages drawn by unbalanced loads. A more intricate example is a ’flicker’ which is
normally caused by voltage variations due to rapidly changing load dynamics attached
to a feeble grid (Sannino et al. 2003). This section designed two simulation closed-loop
model topologies of the new MFPC from the SimPowerSystems Tool for studying the
effects of these faults.
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5.8.1 Dynamic Performance Test
During this test, a single phase simulation of the programmable source block from
Figure 5.37 was used to modulate the internal voltage of a 11 kV source. The system
was in initial transient state that lasted for about 0.13s shown in Figure 5.40, trace 1,
as it eventually reached the steady state when DSTATCOM was activated. Exactly
at 0.4s, the source voltage is increased by 10%. The DSTATCOM compensates for
this voltage increase by absorbing reactive power from the network at Q = −1.55 Mvar
shown in PQ plot (red), of the same Figure. At t = 0.5s, the source voltage is decreased
by 10% from the value corresponding to Q = −1.5 MVAr. Shown in a closer view on
Figure 5.41 at this point, the DSTATCOM must generate reactive power to maintain a
1 pu voltage in which Q changes from −1.55 Mvar to −1.45 MVar. All this was taking
place while the active power, P = 0, shown in blue in the PQ trace.
Figure 5.40: Dynamic response of DSTATCOM
It should be noted that when the DSTATCOM changes from inductive to capacitive
operation, the inverter modulation index m shown in Figure 5.40 (trace no. 4), is
increased from 0.5 to 0.52 and then decreased to 0.48, corresponding to a proportional
increase in inverter voltage of Figure 5.42, Va Inv trace (no. 2). Also, a capacitor dc
side voltage is shown in trace no. 3 of Figure 5.40 as 2500 volts. It has been produced
by the ac side voltage serving as its initial condition. The simulation was performed
using a discrete step time (Ts = 5.8)µs, and the dynamic response of DSTATCOM to
step changes in source voltage following is observed depicted as VB1 and VB3 in Figure
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Figure 5.41: Voltage support curves
5.41. The relative single phase inverter voltage and current wave forms are presented
as in Figures 5.42.
5.8.2 Flicker Control
Recently, interconnection of wind turbines in addition to arc furnace operations at the
transmission and distribution voltage levels have been identified as the chief causes of
flicker. A number of methods for flicker control with associated cost implications have
been introduced (Sannino et al. 2003). The new DSTATCOM designed for custom
Volt-VAR optimisation at the outer control loop in this work was as specified earlier.
Note that, current control schemes are usually employed in the inner control loop to
cater for load balancing problems. However, I use the outer voltage control loop as
most appropriate for solving power factor, harmonic distortions as well as other power
quality related problems such as sags, swells and flicker. The details on the control
strategy of the DSTATCOM can be found in Appendix D.
The plant is as in Figure 5.37, comprising a 11kV/415V/220V; 3-phase (∆ − Y − Y )
transformer unit connecting 220V linear and 415V variable loads via B3. The nonlinear
load is assumed to be constantly absorbing changing reactive currents analogous to
an arc furnace generating voltage flicker. Note that flicker simulation would require
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Figure 5.42: Inverter voltage and current magnitudes
maintaining a high lagging power factor (Φ ≈ 0.9), while the magnitude of the nonlinear
load current is modulated at 5Hz to keep its apparent power approximately ranging
between 0.01 to 0.14 MVA.
To exemplify the use of the model to mitigate a voltage flicker problem, the voltage at
the programmable voltage source was kept constant and the modulation of the variable
load was enabled. Following simulation, the DSTATCOM is said to be floating while
in Q regulation mode i.e. it performs no voltage correction as can be observed from
the plots of Figure 5.43. The inverter current Ia (trace no. 3) at this scenario has
not been injected, i.e., it remains constant at zero. Massive variations are observed
in both P and Q at B3 (trace 1), while there is no proper following between voltages
at B1 and B3 (trace 2), in fact the voltage at B3 (purple) tends to vary between
0.93 per unit (pu) and 1 per unit, about ±7% variation. Re-running the simulation
with DSTATCOM controller now changed to voltage regulation mode, it can be seen
in Figure 5.44, trace 2, that the voltage fluctuation at B3 shown in purple, has now
reduced to 0.945 pu to 0.955 pu corresponding to ±1% reduction. This is due to the
inverter current injection observed in trace no. 3 of the Figure. Flactuations between
the reactive and the active power components is also observed to narrow down in trace
no. 1. This test reveals that DSTATCOM can in fact be operated under two modes i.e.
the voltage or automatic mode, and the reactive power or manual mode. The voltage
mode uses the current as a control variable to affect reactive power compensation into
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Figure 5.43: Flicker without DSTATCOM
Figure 5.44: Flicker with new DSTATCOM
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the system for overall system voltage support. The reactive power mode, on the hand,
uses the amplitude or phase angle of the system voltage as a control variable to meet
the reactive power demand of nonlinear loads and for power factor correction as well
as for voltage or load unbalances.
5.8.3 Sag and Swell Control
Voltage sag and voltage swell have been respectively defined, according to Table 1.1,
as decrease (0.1 − 0.9) or increase (1.1 − 1.8) in per-unit RMS values from a dura-
tion ranging 0.01 seconds to 1 minute (Chapman 2001a). The model of Figure 5.45
was used to investigate these effects where a sag-ladened distant load located at the
consumer’s premises is firstly considered and demonstrated in Figure 5.46. To create
sag (undervoltage) condition, an induction motor load is connected in series to a three
phase circuit which is being excited by a sinusoidal input. A heavy current drawn due
to the motor direct-online (DOL) starting ability, has initiated a sag as demonstrated
in Figure 5.46a (system current is shown at the inset of the Figure). Hiding trasients
and taking a closer look at the Figure reveals the little variation in the current respon-
sible for causing the sag between (0.4−0.5) seconds. In this case, the MFPC equipped
DSTATCOM is required to minimise sag strength when operated.
Figure 5.45: MFPC-SPS DSTATCOM model
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Figures 5.46b and 5.46c display the step responses to the active and reactive power
exchange, as well as the steady state voltage at the PCC during the sag creation. As
before, since there is virtually no active power exchange taking place between DSTAT-
COM and PCC, its magnitude can be seen to be maintained at zero, except for little
variations due for replenishing the stored energy lost between the sag duration quoted
as (0.002 MW) and (0.00067 MW). But the reactive component can be seen to reach
its maximum 0.0252 MVAr before the instant of the sag during which it was suddenly
depleted to 0.0052 MVAr. This phenomenon also applied to the step voltage during
sag which was forced to drop to 0.68 per-unit. Operating the MFPC in a closed fash-
ion, ended the sag condition at 0.5. At this point, all the active, reactive and voltage
components regained their constant magnitudes.
Similarly, a swell condition is created by connecting another distant load in parallel
as depicted in the same model Figure 5.45. As earlier, a swell is the reverse form of
a sag. However, the chief causes of swell may be regarded as high-impedance neutral
connections, abrupt drops in large load, and a single-phase fault on a three phase
system. The consequences of such abnormality can be diverse ranging from erroneous
data to electrical contact erosion and damage to sensitive semiconductor devices. The
new MFPC scheme has also been instrumental in solving this problem as presented
in Figure 5.46d. A closer look of the overvoltage (swell) condition is vividly shown to
occur as usual between 0.4 and 0.5 seconds, before the DSTATCOM is brought into
operation. A current rush of 0.125 amps magnitude responsible for the swell is observed
almost doubling its original value (0.067 amps), i.e., an increase of 50%.
The power exchange involved during the swell condition reversed the glitches of the
active component before the swell is quenched by the new DSTATCOM shown in Figure
5.46e. And the amount of reactive power demand caused by the current rush can be
seen shooting from its nominal 0.013 MVAr to 0.055 MVAr at the end of the swell.
The voltage growth due to the sag has been depicted in Figure 5.46f where an increase
in PCC voltage is raised to 46% of its nominal per-unit value during the scenario.
The swell condition is also seen to normalise following the intervention of the new
DSTATCOM. This operation is clearly depicted in Figure 5.47a showing the no-fault
voltage and current quantities at the PCC in a close-look (ignoring transients). Both
Figures 5.47b and 5.47c also present the step responses to active and reactive power, as
well as the no-load voltage at the PCC. The active power is maintained at zero, while
the reactive power reaches its maximum value of 0.0128MVAr for unit input signal. The
current injected by the DSTATCOM during the sag condition is represented in Figure
5.47d. Note the current boost generated in tackling the deficiency before restoring
normal operation.
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(a) Voltage at 0.6 per-unit decrease of RMS (b) Power exchange at the PCC
(c) Voltage drop due to sag (d) Voltage at 1.4 per-unit increase of RMS
(e) Power exchange at PCC during swell (f) Voltage growth due to swell
Figure 5.46: Mitigation of voltage sag/swell
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(a) Normal Quantities at No-Fault Condition (b) Power exchange at the PCC
(c) No-fault voltage at the PCC (d) Current injection
Figure 5.47: Normal Operating Conditions
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5.8.4 Harmonics Control
Grid harmonics control has frequently been offered by passive (series LC) filters and
DSTATCOMs often referred to as active shunt filters when used for the purpose. Since
passive filters tend to provide current harmonics with low impedance paths, the ap-
plication of the DSTATCOM as an active shunt filter would serve in absorbing and
disallowing the harmonics flowing back to the source. Thus, giving DSTATCOM an
edge over the passive filtering which so much depends on the wavering distribution and
load structures. Hence, the DSTATCOM employed here is expected to neutralise the
harmonic content of the feeder involved by injecting reactive current in phase with the
harmonics induced by the load current in accordance with the level allowed in IEEE
Std. 519 − 1992 (IEEE 1993). Refer to subsection 6.2.6 for a comparison of all my
design paradigms in terms of total voltage harmonic reduction.
5.9 Considerations for Practical Implementations
Most of my designs presented in the previous chapters and this one alike, were im-
plemented in Matlab/Simulink environment. The capabilities of this environment can
be extended to real-time workshop to automatically generate C or C(++) codes from
Simulink for executing continuous and discrete-time models directly on a vast range of
computer applications. The Real-Time Workshop in Simulink can provide the design
engineer with the following practical capabilities with details avilable from (MathWorks
2009a):
• As a rapid prototyping tool, it enables designs implementation quickly without
resort to manual coding and debugging. Thereby originating graphical Simulink
blocks and automatically generating the codes needed for control implemetation
and other dynamic algorithms.
• Embedded real-time control, once a Simulink system design has been designed ac-
complished, the code for real-time controllers can be generated, and linked ready
to be downloaded onto the selected target processor. The Real-Time Workshop
supports lots of commercial hardwares, embedded controllers and microprocessor
boards.
• Real-time simulation code can be created and executed for an entire system or
specified subsystems for hardware-in-the-loop simulations. Typical applications
include training simulators (pilot-in-the-loop), real-time model validation, and
testing.
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• Stand-alone simulation can be run directly on a host machine or transferred to
other systems for remote execution. Because time histories are saved in Matlab as
binary or ASCII files, they can be easily loaded into Matlab for additional analysis
or graphic display. In conclusion, Real-Time Workshop provides a comprehensive
set of features and capabilities that provides the flexibility to address a broad
range of applications. Refer to (Zhang 2008) for details.
5.10 Summary
This chapter presented a novel model-free predictive controller for direct online ap-
plication for DSTATCOM as a smart solution to power quality (PQ) problems. The
new scheme is built upon operating principles of the traditional model-based predic-
tive (MPC) control which is intended to be deployed as a supervisory controller. Clear
exploration was made of its advantages over existing controllers as an advanced control
methodology with safety and constraints handing ability with regards the way it was
grossly under-utilised by the academic community. Consequently, an extensive study
of the dynamic behaviour of the MPC was first carried out. Particularly, the tuning
effects of some specific parameters were initially established to guide my new design
and the ways these influence the design process. These comprise of weights, filter
coefficients, and horizons.
The chapter also utilises the power of an a-priori non-gradient simplex algorithm for
its simplicity and search rapidity to implement the online model-free template. The
nonlinearity of the DSTATCOM prior to this, was re-enforced through a saturation
describing function which locates the limit cycles needed in real time stability analysis.
Resultant simulations from the design model were then performed and compared
against PI, PD, EA-FPD as well as conventional MPC, in which the new MFPC proved
superior by offering a control effort of 0.0045 radians for a 220 volt step change shown
in subsection 6.2.2. A SimPowerSystem model was finally developed in order to check
the practical validity of the new technique. Four power quality cases were hypothesised
and treated. In each case my method set a time record standing to be broken. For
example, total harmonic reduction (THD) was achieved at its record lowest of 0.04%
and 0.05% from respective methods (see chapter 6. Thereby almost reproducing the
original fundamental signal. Other cases treated include flicker and voltage sag/swell
mitigation, which were also shown to be effectively controlled.
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Chapter 6
Comparison and Discussions
6.1 Methods and Schemes Studied
This chapter discusses and compares the results of all the control methodologies ad-
vanced in the previous chapters in terms of their performances such as, setpoint fol-
lowing, rise time, as well as overshoots. The automated evolutionary FPD scheme is
particularly verified to perform better than its manual counterpart. In this chapter, a
comparison of the performance of the chosen index with other measures of merit has
also been presented. In which the correlations between time and frequency domain
functions of the error and the error derivative inputs are graphically established. The
superiority of my novel MFPC technique is graphically demonstrated and supported
with tabular arguments. Its performance in the simulation (SimPowerSystems) model
with respect to harmonics reduction has been compared to other control paradigms.
The MFPC routine is tested in simulink for the steady state operation where it is
compared to other designs in closed-loop path of a nonlinear DSTATCOM. Responses
from the PI, PD, FPD, MPC and MFPC schemes are presented. The plots clearly
show the extent to which overshoots and oscillations manifest in other controllers have
been swiftly labelled by the new model-free method. The scheme portrays a highly
competitive trend in terms of response speed and settling time in addition to overshoot
elimination ability. The new scheme has also provided a smooth transition to voltage
growth from lower to higher level, a trend suitable for incorporation as a self-healing
mechanism in the smart distribution grid. It can also be observed from the Figures
that the constraints and safety margins have been significantly respected by the new
MFPC.
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6.2 Analysis of Results
6.2.1 Automatic FPD Vs. Manual FPD
Figures 6.1 and 6.2 were obtained after running the FT3PAK algorithm. The total
time taken by the simulation was 12 seconds, starting from 14 : 21 : 10; ending at
14 : 21 : 22 as shown below:
tisim = 12-Apr-2012 14 : 21 : 10
tfsim = 12-Apr-2012 14 : 21 : 22
It is interesting to note the remarkable improvement provided by the automatic regime
interms of rise-time and response time (bandwidth) when compared to the manual
scheme. Referencing Figure 6.1 as interpreted in the results of Table 6.1, the automatic
regime offers a speed of 1ms at 2ms rise-time to stabilise a 220 feeder voltage through
switching angle input change of 0.0046 radians. Comparatively, the manual regime
achieves the same level at a slower response (2ms), higher rise-time of 4ms, and with a
strenuous control effort which is noted to overly react by initially reaching a maximum
of 0.00562 radians for about 0.065 seconds before finally settling at 0.004619 radians,
as shown in Figure 6.2. This is as a result of the transient dynamics in the manual
scheme manifest in Figure 6.1, that occured during the rise time. The consequence
of a high switching angle is excessive system heating due to harmonics which releases
more carbon into the atmosphere. However, the trend has been ameliorated through
automation as a good stride for real-time control because the level of carbon foot-print
so produced due to switching action in the converter is reasonably slashed harmoniously
with the smart grid requirement of “green energy”.
6.2.2 MFPC Vs. Other Controllers
To further demonstrate the fitness of the new MFPC, Figure 6.3 compares the control
efforts that produced the responses in Figure 6.6 from all four controllers. The PI, PD,
and FPD schemes had to exert a control effort of 0.0046 radians to achieve the same
response of 220 volts as compared to 0.0045 radians from the MFPC technique. This
result is founded on a nonlinear model with capacitance, inductance and resistance
values as initially specified. A sharper contrast could be achieved with changing model
conditions with these parameters being robustly varied as was seen in subsection 4.5.2,
where a much smaller effort could be attained to derive the same output value in the
MFPC. Notice the discrete nature of the PD and FPD signals biting at pricisely 0.0046
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Figure 6.1: Automatic vs manual FPD tuning
Figure 6.2: Required control inputs
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radians and rose to 0.0058 and back again according to the transients of the response
before reaching steady state at 0.0046 radians. However, the PI signal initially bit at
0.0058 radians and continued for 0.033 seconds before settling at 0.0046 radians. The
dark blue line is an interpolation stance during fuzzy inference, a closer look would
reveal the discrete signal properly. On the other hand, the MFPC signal started from
0.0145 radians at time t = 0 due its predictive nature while “looking ahead”, and
discretely going through the transients, sampled at 0.002 before eventually settling at
0.0045 radians.
Table 6.1: Evolutionary MFPC Vs. Other DSTATCOM Control Techniques
Regime Tr(s) α(rads) V (volts) Q (MVAr)
MFPC 0.001 0.004500 220 ±0.025
MPC 0.001 0.004528 220 ±0.025
Auto-FPD 0.002 0.004600 220 ±0.025
Manual-FPD 0.0022 0.004619 220 ±0.025
PI 0.0031 0.004600 220 ±0.025
PD 0.0022 0.004600 220 ±0.025
PureWave (PI) 0.005 0.005000 220 ±0.025
Hitachi (PI) 0.004 0.004812 220 ±0.025
It was found out that the speed offered by the new MFPC algorithm is way faster at
1 second as against the simulation speed of the CAtuoD algorithm in subsection 6.2.1.
The date and the timing are as recorded below. This is a clear confirmation of the
superiority of this scheme which was already verified in Table 6.1 through dynamic
system’s responses.
tisim = 18-May-2012 20 : 02 : 09
tfsim = 18-May-2012 20 : 02 : 10
To further verify the quality of the new MFPC, I compared its response to the con-
ventional MPC using the same predictive and control horizons while keeping the filter
coefficients to [0.5 0.05], respectively. The responses to step changes are shown in
Figure 6.5 with constraints applied to each controller, where the conventional MPC
showed a faster trend from the initial condition before it collapses during the 3rd cy-
cle envisaging a voltage drop of about 155 volts before it rises up again. The new
MFPC at that moment is noted to be steadily gaining momentum until settling after
half cycle, while the MPC is still struggling with manifest ripples to settle after about
one-and-ahalf cycles. The trend has been better demonstrated in Figure 6.6 with a
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Figure 6.3: Nonlinear responses to step change
Figure 6.4: Step change in alpha
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Figure 6.5: Responses to step change
Figure 6.6: Step change in alpha
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very much lesser control effort (0.002934) radians in the case of the MFPC against the
(0.004528) radians taken by the MPC. It should be noted here that the MFPC can
perform better than (0.004500) radians already recorded in Table 6.1, depending on
the design strategy adopted, which is still way better than the MPC.
6.2.3 Self-Healing Property of MFPC Vs. MPC
One of the unique and most interesting feature of the MPC which has been inherited
by the new MFPC is the look-ahead property. When the controller is operated respec-
tively using prediction and control horizons of 20 and 2 in both unconstrained MFPC
and MPC designs. The new MFPC automatically exhibits this mode and anticipates
faults while they occur and provide predicted response to mitigate them. Figure 6.7
demonstrates this phenomenon during a step change due to a stalled voltage drop of
120 volts from initial condition, which is required to be raised to its nominal value of
220 volts. The drop condition persisted for about 2.5 cycles, until 5.2ms when predic-
tion started and lasted for another 3 cycles (until 12ms) before restoration is achieved.
Note the continous nature of the transition swiftly incrementing the quantity against
the discrete refrence quantity. The exerted control effort also took about 2.5 cycles to
implement this change from 0.0025 to 0.00456 radians as depicted in Figure 6.8. The
same response from the MPC scheme is shown in Figure 6.9. The figure is seen to
generate overshoot and ringing inhibited by delay characteristic which is evident in the
prediction (look-ahead) loop. The prediction loop which in itself causes further sag
to the magnitude is liable to cause considerable damage to the consumer equipment
before mitigation. It took 3 cycles to occur and followed somewhat the same discrete
change in the reference quantity to rise. The control effort responsible for this change
shown in Figure 6.10 took several turns to arrive at its required value of 0.0046 ra-
dians for stabilisation. It can be said that the new MFPC is thus more suitable for
self-healing smart distribution grid application in retrospect to providing lasting power
quality solutions.
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Figure 6.7: MFPC in look-ahead mode
Figure 6.8: Control effort for MFPC look-ahead
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Figure 6.9: MPC in look-ahead mode
Figure 6.10: Control effort for MPC look-ahead
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6.2.4 Gradient Vs. Non-Gradient Optimisers
A number of methods are available for solving optimisation problems (Bukata 2010).
Table 6.2 presents the performances of the objective function subjected to diffent solvers
as per Eq. 4.25. The correlation made here compares between the gradient methods
and my novel non-gradient solver. In this context, the solution that gives the minimum
value of the switching objective is the “best solution”. Recall that I upgraded the choice
of my performance index for the CAutoD beyond the literature defined indices, and
introduced a derivative error term in subsection 4.6.4 to ITSE, which I confirmed once
again in Table 6.2 to be the best. The same index has been used to generate the results
that follow in Figures 6.11 to 6.16 from which the Table is developed.
Table 6.2: Gradient Vs. Non-gradient Solvers
S/No Search Method f(x) FeV
1 Pattern Search −0.0046 136
2 Threshold Acceptance 10.9867 1019
3 Simulated Annealing −0.0046 1325
4 Simplex −0.0046 69
5 Simple GA −0.0046 1620
6 EA 0 3031
The Table shows an interesting trend of the results obtained from the solvers. The value
of the objective function “f(x)” i.e., the minimum solution (α = −0.0046) during the
first half negative cycle I expected was arrived at by most solvers, with fastest being the
simplex algorithm having a function evaluation of 69 shown in Figure 6.11. Followed
by pattern search (Figure 6.13), simulated annealing (Figure 6.14) and simple GA in
Figure 6.15 all of which evaluated at 136, 1325 and 1620, respectively. It is interesting
also to note that the simple GA has had higher cost as it was bound to stuck at
local minima during the search as demonstrated in the Figure. Disparagingly, the
worst solution was found by threshold acceptance algorithm which failed to converge
despite its high cost of 1019 function evaluations as in Figure 6.16. However, the EA
demonstrates its search power as indicated earlier by arriving at the global minimum
0 at 3031 function evaluations depicted in Figure 6.12. The high number of function
evaluations explains its unsuitability in real-time application for having to take as long
as 12 seconds to solve the problem. This research is of the opinion of adopting the
simplex algorithm for locating the local minimum without any obvious snag at the
highest possible speed and lowest cost.
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Figure 6.11: Simplex cost function
Figure 6.12: CAutoD cost function
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Figure 6.13: Pattern-search cost function
Figure 6.14: Simulated-annealing cost function
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Figure 6.15: Simple GA cost function
Figure 6.16: Threshold-acceptance cost function
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6.2.5 Performance Decision Criteria
The 3-D plots shown in Figures 6.17 to 6.21 compared the various performance in-
dices I investigated as a matter of desicion criteria. I offered to choose a derivative
enhanced ITSE in subsection 4.6.4 as a broad index for my design applications. This
has been demonstrated in Figure 6.17, where the minimisation and maximisation cri-
teria are both depicted as being complete when compared to the performances of ISE
and ISTSE in Figures 6.18 and 6.19. The deficiencies from these indices are manifest
following a vividly accomplished minimisation criteria, where the maximised function
failed to reach its unit value, portraying irregular finishing as in an “errupted volcanic
surface”. Conversely, Figures 6.20 and 6.21 showing respective representation of both
IAE and ITAE indices comparing even woefully in both criteria, where the minimi-
sation envelope could not be established, with failings in the maximisation function
ending in a “comb structure” or “flattened” surface. These surfaces are a good repre-
sentation of poor system stability, and hence unsuitable for stable control formulations.
A summary of this comparison is given in Table 6.3.
Table 6.3: Summary of index performances
P/I Sensitivity Minimisation Maximisation Applicability
ITSE 1.751e− 009 Satisfactorily Satisfactorily Suitable
ISE −3.42e− 006 Satisfactorily Unsatisfactorily Unsuitable
ISTSE −5.39e− 005 Satisfactorily Unsatisfactorily Unsuitable
IAE 2.251e− 007 Unsatisfactorily Unsatisfactorily Unsuitable
ITAE 3.002e− 008 Unsatisfactorily Unsatisfactorily Unsuitable
(a) Minimisation (b) Maximisation
Figure 6.17: ITSE + ITSED performance
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(a) Minimisation (b) Maximisation
Figure 6.18: ISE + ISED performance
(a) Minimisation (b) Maximisation
Figure 6.19: ISTSE + ISTSED performance
(a) Minimisation (b) Maximisation
Figure 6.20: IAE + IAED performance
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(a) Minimisation (b) Maximisation
Figure 6.21: ITAE + ITAED performance
(a) Minimisation criteria (b) Maximisation criteria
Figure 6.22: Time domain correlation of:
e and e˙ with respect to α
(a) Minimisation criteria (b) Maximisation criteria
Figure 6.23: Frequency domain correlation of:
e and e˙ with respect to α
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Similarly, I compared the viability of using either time or frequency domain methods
for this design as shown in Figures 6.22 and 6.23. It is noticed from the Figures that
both methods are feasible and I adopted the use of the combined ITSE index in this
work for better results. In the frequency domain alone, the designer has the advantage
of taking control over the system’s bandwidth and certain measure of the system’s
response to unwanted noise and disturbances. While, adding the time domain builds-
up the missing link between frequency response and a corresponding transient response
needed to practically ease tuning through chosen design criteria.
6.2.6 Harmonics Reduction
The Figures 6.24 to 6.27 demonstrate the level of harmonic cancelation achieved by the
various control strategies investigated here using the nonlinear DSTATCOM simulation
model described above. It can be observed that the traditionally applied PI controller
is the worst case with THD reduction of 4.66%. This follows a closed-loop analysis
of a signal in the 3rd cycle when the system has fully attained its steady-state in all
cases. The fundamental signal based on 50Hz with a dc component approaching zero
is described in Figure 6.27. Using the same model, my novel MFPC scheme offers
the best compensation as in Figure 6.24 with the THD reduction of 0.04%, almost
replicating the fundamental. The second best showing a similar trend is produced by
the EA-FPD scheme shown in Figure 6.25 yielding THD of 0.05%. On the hand, the
improved conventional PD has also shown a much better prospect than the ubiquitous
PI with a THD reduction of 1.63% as depicted in Figure and 6.26. Further comparison
with an experimentally controlled PCC voltage using three-and-five level converters,
which realised THD reduction of 1.6% and 0.5% from (Sensarma & Ramanarayanan
2000), still proves the efficiency of my novel solution via the evolutionary methods.
Further comparison to an agent-based control for power quality enhancement in highly
distributed generation networks from (Pachanapan et al. 2009), which yielded THD of
1.7 and 0.5 respectively is another support to my claim. The THD reduction of 0.04%
and 0.05% from each evolutionary technique respectively achieved here has sufficiently
satisfied the 5% standard requirement of the IEEE.
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Figure 6.24: MFPC compensated
THD = 0.04%
Figure 6.25: EA-FPD Compensated
THD = 0.05%
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Figure 6.26: PD Compensated
THD = 1.63%
Figure 6.27: PI Compensated
THD = 4.66%
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6.3 Summary
This chapter compares all the control methodologies advanced in the previous chapters
in terms of their performances, such as setpoint following, rise time, and over-shoots.
The automated evolutionary FPD scheme is particularly verified to perform better
than its manual counterpart. The performance of the new MFPC routine against
the MPC, FPD, PD and PI controllers in closed-loop, has proven to offer a faster
and non-overshoot response which was produced with a lesser control effort. The
self-healing effect of the new MFPC regime has also been compared with its MPC
counterpart. This comparison has effectively been presented graphically as well as in
tabular argument. The performance of the chosen index in relation to other measures
of merit has also been established here, and graphically presented to support the reason
for my choice. Correlations made between time and frequency domain functions of the
error and the error-derivative inputs were also presented indicating the possibility of
using either function for the system analysis. Later in the chapter, the superiority of the
novel MFPC via the simulation (SimPowerSystems) model with respect to harmonics
reduction has been compared to other control paradigms. By way of checking the
effectiveness of the used simplex optimiser in the new MFPC, the optimisation criteria
of the algorithm based on a chosen ITSE performance index was also compared with
other optimisers such as pattern search, simulated annealing, simple GA, etc. And the
new method arrived at the best solution (minima) at a remarkable speed with only
69 evaluated functions. Respective plots were generated to clearly show the extent
to which overshoots and oscillations manifest in other controllers have been swiftly
levelled by the new model-free method while respecting constraints and safety margins
simultaneously.
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Chapter 7
Conclusion and Future Work
7.1 Reconstruction of Enhanced DSTATCOM Con-
trollers
This thesis has first synthesised a PI controller for DSTATCOMs using Draous model.
A number of traditional tuning methods have been studied for the application, includ-
ing Zeigler-Nichols and PIDeasy rules, for investigating the dynamic characteristics of
the plant. To inform tuning, an initial open-loop first-order-plus-delay-time (FOPDT)
model validation has been performed within a range of operating points. A closed-loop
synthesis of a PD controller has then been performed towards understanding the effect
of re-routing the filter coefficient in a feedforward path rather than in the customary
feedback path. From this, a new value for the filter coefficient (ρ = 11) is established
as compared to the value ρ = 10, previously discovered by (Ang 2005). Determining
this coefficient is significant in eliminating amplification of noise from the output signal
by the derivative term. As a result of the re-routing process, remarkable improvement
in the systems dynamic response and stability are achieved. Since the output is inde-
pendent of the plants feedback in this case, the system becomes free from oscillations
subject to feedback.
For verifications, various tests have been conducted using different filter coefficients
and control parameters in order to arrive at the linear PD controller that best suits the
design needs. The effects of all three PID terms were individually checked as well as
in groups (i.e., P, PI, and PD), so as to properly investigate their loop recovery efforts
in the advent of system disturbances and also to generate PD control parameters for
use with the design of a fuzzy logic controller.
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7.2 Manual Computer-Aided Design for FPD Sys-
tems
In the process of designing an intelligent controller for DSTATCOM, the previously
designed linear PD controller with its inherent parameters has been used to form a
fuzzy PD structure. A simplified three rule-based structure is concatenated to develop
a three-by-three input-output mapping based on the Macvicar-Whelan matrix. As a
nonlinear controller, the FPD has been tested against a number of scenarios both in
linear and nonlinear DSTATCOM models with uncertainties. The performance from
each model has been shown to be promising. The effects of parametric tuning, including
the scaling factor tuning, have also been studied to inform further designs.
7.3 CAutoD for PQ Control System Design
The manual FPD design technique has been extended to a CAutoD process based on
evolutionary computation. Essentially, the FPD parameters are assessed by genetic
tuning with the a-posteriori search mechanism of the EA. The best FPD parameter set
is evolved in a manner akin to biological evolution. The resultant controller has the
ability to enhance the systems robustness, too.
For practical control applications, the automation suite has been based upon a per-
formance index comprising a number of figures of merit, including the ITSE and,
its derivative ITSED. The automated scheme performs much better than the manual
computer-aided-design process and yields controllers of an improved response speed
and settling time. However, the design time of 12 seconds will make it deficient in
real time for practical PQ solutions, if the controller needs to be adaptive in real time.
Therefore, a faster solution to PQ problems has been proposed in Chapter 5.
7.4 Evolving MFPC for PQ Control System Design
To reduce the computational loading due to model presence in an online routine for
solving PQ problems, a novel model-free predictive controller has been developed, using
an a-priori simplex algorithm, as such a deterministic algorithm works faster while
requiring no gradient information. In order to reduce the effect of nonlinearities from
the model-free design, the DSTATCOM has been wired with an augmented saturation
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describing function that locates the presence of limit circles and supresses them. The
same performance index (ITSE) as in Chapter 4. has been used. The steady state
performance of the deterministic MFPC proves far superior to the nondeterministic
evolutionary design if CAutoD is carried out online, with the control signal generation
time down to fraction of a second. Further, the constraints and safety margin design
issues which constitute a major MPC advantage, have notably been adhered to without
violation.
A SimPowerSystems software simulation model has also been developed to check ex-
perimental validity of the designs. Where specific PQ problems such as harmonics
distortion, voltage swells, voltage sags and flicker have been solved. Although these
problems have been tackled using other conventional means in the past, the radical
improvement offered by the model-free design achieved in this thesis is obvious. No-
ticeable respective record levels of THD reduction of 0.04% and 0.05% have also been
achieved, almost reproducing the original fundamental input signal. It is therefore
safe at this point to recommend to the industry the implementation of this model-free
predictive control scheme at the distribution level. As the distribution system meta-
morphoses into decentralised smart grid featuring connectivity of virtual power plants
mostly through power electronic converters, e.g., DSTATCOM, it stands to benefit
from the full Volt-VAR automated controllability of the MFPCs low control rate.
Its practical implementation is possible via real-time workshop to automatically gener-
ate C or C++ codes from Simulink for executing continuous and discrete time models
directly on a vast range of computer applications as briefly introduced in section 5.9.
Its overall wired closed-loop structure with the DSTATCOM would offer advantages
over its PID and SVC counterparts in terms of reduced hardwire size, footprint (space
occupation), almost maintenance free as it is model-free (and automated), where pick-
ling the controller timers and model contingencies are unnecessary as would be with
the PID or SVC controllers. Additionally, as a predictive entity it suppresses viola-
tion of the input and output limits and maintains accurate levels (no-overshoots) of
the control (manipulated) and controlled variables with minimum human intervention
throughout the operational period. More importantly, the scheme performs the afore-
mentioned control functions robustly at a high speed in the range of 0.005 → 0.01
seconds, as time t ⇒ ∞. This is high enough to capture and deal with any ensuing
PQ problem as it emanates due to changes in customers load and system disturbances
from environmentally friendly, but less grid-friendly, renewable generators.
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7.5 Future Perspectives
7.5.1 Single-Layered Neuro-Model-Free Predictive Control
Intelligence can be added to the MFPC through the power of a single-layered neuron
network to counter the difficulty found in neural multi-layer backpropagation method.
Influence of the gradient descent analysis on energy surfaces produced by weight spaces
during training can readily be converted from its sluggish divergent criteria. This fact
is supported by (Feng 2000), in which report carries it that neural control applications
may outperform optimised linear and nonlinear controllers in plants with rate limits.
As such may improve on the control effort of 0.003020 radians realised in one of my
cases in chapter 5, which means faster response to capture PQ problems.
7.5.2 Fault Tolerant Fuzzy-Prediction in DSTATCOM
A fault tolerant scheme may be designed from the combination of the human type
reasoning ability of fuzzy logic and the predictive ability of the model-free technique.
This algorithm should be ideally applied to smart grid architecture where faults and
fault locations could be spontaneously recognised and cleared before they result into a
PQ problem. The scheme should be embedded in smart measuring devices and sensors
for tracking and providing feedback about signal conditioning in real-time. Realising
this would adorn the smart grid with all its features mentioned in Section 1.1.
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Appendix A
1.1 Model of DSTATCOM
The DSTATCOM model utilised for my control design is adopted from Draou et al.,
(Rashid, 2001). Figure A.1 is subdivided into sections and evaluated as follows.
Figure A.1: Six-pulse DSTATCOM connected to distribution feeder
Section A: Three-Phase Voltage Transformations.
I
1) In (abc) stationary axis:
vs =
 vavb
vc
 = √2
3
V
 sin(ωt− ϕ)sin(ωt− 2pi3 − ϕ)
sin(ωt+ 2pi
3
− ϕ)
 (A.1)
where ϕ is the phase angle between source and inverter voltages.
2) In rotating (d-q) axis:
vs,qd0 = KVabc = V
 −sinϕcosϕ
0
 (A.2)
The Park’s transform is defined as:
K =
√
2
3
 cos(ωt) cos(ωt−
2pi
3
) cos(ωt+ 2pi
3
)
sin(ωt) sin(ωt− 2pi
3
) sin(ωt+ 2pi
3
)
1√
2
1√
2
1√
2
 (A.3)
Section B: Voltage/Current Equations for Resistor Section.
1) In (abc) stationary axis:
vs,abc = Riabc + vabc (A.4)
2) In rotating (d-q) axis:
vs,qd0 = Riqd0 + vqd0 (A.5)
Section C: Voltage/Current Equations for Inductor Section.
1) In (abc) stationary axis:
L
d
dt
(iabc) = vabc − v0,abc (A.6)
II
2) In rotating (d-q) axis:
L
d
dt
(iqd0) = L
d
dt
(K)K−1iqd0 + vqd0 − v0,qd0 (A.7)
L
d
dt
(iq) = −ωLid + vq − v0q (A.8)
L
d
dt
(id) = ωLiq + vd − v0d (A.9)
Collecting section B and C yields:
d
dt
[
iq
id
]
=
[
−R
L
−ω
ω −R
L
][
iq
id
]
+
1
L
[
vsq − v0q
vsd− v0d
]
(A.10)
Sections D and E: Equations for Switching Functions (Neglecting Harmonics)
1) In (abc) stationary axis:
S =
 sasb
sc
 = √2
3
m
 sin(ωt)sin(ωt− 2pi3
sin(ωt+ 2pi
3
 (A.11)
In a programmed PWM scheme, the modulation index (m) is normally kept constant,
and be calculated from the following equation.
v0,peak
vdc
=
√
2
3
m (A.12)
The inverter output voltages are determined as:
1) In (abc) stationary axis:
v0,abc = Svdc (A.13)
III
2) In rotating (d-q) axis:
v0,qd0 = KSvdc = m
 01
0
 vdc (A.14)
Thus, Eq. (A.10) can now be written as
d
dt
[
iq
id
]
=
[
−R
L
−ω
ω −R
L
][
iq
id
]
+
1
L
[
−V sinα
V cosα−mvdc
]
(A.15)
While, the dc side capacitor current is defined by
1) In (abc) stationary axis:
idc = S
T iabc (A.16)
2) In rotating (d-q) axis:
idc = K
−1ST iqd0 = m [0 1 0]
 iqid
i0
 (A.17)
Hence,
idc = mid (A.18)
The dc side voltage-current relation is found by
idc = C
dvdc
dt
(A.19)
IV
Substituting Eq. (A.18) in (A.19) produces the model of the dc section of the system
as
dvdc
dt
=
m
C
id (A.20)
A complete mathematical model of the DSTATCOM system in d-q axis is achieved by
collecting all the sections and adding Eq. (A.20) together as
d
dt
 iqid
vdc
 =
 −
R
L
−ω 0
ω −R
L
m
L
0 m
C
0

 iqid
vdc
+ vs
L
 −sinαcosα
0
 (A.21)
It follows from eq. (A.21) that transfer functions expressions for the system states (iq,
id, and Vdc) with active (P ) and reactive (Q) power components can simply be deduced
thus;
iq(s) =
−V
[
s2 sinα
L
+ s
(
R
L2
sinα + ω
L
cosα
)
+ m
2
L2C
sinα
]
s3 + 2s2R
L
+ s
(
ω2 + R
2
L2
+ m
2
LC
)
+ R
L2C
m2
(A.22)
id(s) =
V
[
s2 cosα
L
+ s
(
R
L2
cosα− ω
L
sinα
)]
s3 + 2s2R
L
+ s
(
ω2 + R
2
L2
+ m
2
LC
)
+ R
L2C
m2
(A.23)
vdc(s) = mV
[
s cosα
LC
+ R
L2C
cosα− ω
LC
sinα
]
s3 + 2s2R
L
+ s
(
ω2 + R
2
L2
+ m
2
LC
)
+ R
L2C
m2
(A.24)
P (s) = vsqiq + vsdid = −V (iqsinα− idcosα) (A.25)
Q(s) = vsqiq − vsdiq = −V (idsinα + iqcosα) (A.26)
The linearised state space version of Eq. (A.21) used for linear control system design
is given as
X = AX + BU
Y = CX
(A.27)
V
where
X =
 iqid
vdc
 , A =
 −
R
L
ω 0
ω −R
L
m
L
0 m
C
0
 , B =
 −
V
L
0
0
 , U = α,
and
C =
[
−V 0 0
]
Then the input/output linear transfer function for the DSTATCOM is calculated from
G(s) =
v(s)
α(s)
= C [sI − A]−1 (A.28)
Hence,
G(s) =
V 2
[
s2
L
+ R
L
s+ m
2
L2C
]
s3 + 2s2 + s
(
ω2 + R
2
L2
+ m
2
LC
)
+ R
L2C
m2
(A.29)
VI
Appendix B
4.1 System Design
Table B.1: Linear and Nonlinear Plant Parameters
Parameter Value
Frequency (f) 50Hz
Resistance (R) 1Ω
Capacitance(C) 550µF
Inductance(L) 3mH
Total reactance(jX = Xc +Xl) 5.13Ω
Feeder ac-voltage(V ) 415/220 volts
Modulation-index(m) 1
Angular-frequency(ω) 377 rads/sec
Switching-angle(α) ±30o(±0.5326)rads
Reactive-current(iq) 38 amps
Direct-current(id) 0.2 amps
Capacitor-link dc-voltage(Vdc) 380 volts
VII
Table B.2: Ziegler-Nichols Emperical Tuning
Tuning Rules Initial Parameters
Controller Kp Ti Td Kp Ti Td
P 1/a - - 0.0014 - -
PI 0.9/a 3L - 0.0012 0.501 -
PID 1.2/a 2L L/2 0.0016 0.334 0.0835L
Table B.3: AMIGO Tuning Rules
Tuning Rules Initial Parameters
Controller Kp Ti Td Kp Ti Td
P 1
a
(
1 + 0.35τ
1−τ
)
- - 0.0015 - -
PI 0.9
a
(
1 + 0.92τ
1−τ
)
3.3−3τ
1+1.2τ
L - 0.0015 0.41 -
PD 1.24
a
(
1 + 0.13τ
1−τ
)
- 0.27−0.36τ
1−0.87τ L 0.0018 - 0.042
PID 1.35
a
(
1 + 0.18τ
1−τ
)
2.5−2τ
1−0.39τL
0.37−0.37τ
1−0.81τ L 0.002 0.39 0.06
Table B.4: CHR Tuning for Setpoint Following
with 0% overshoot with 20% overshoot
Controller Kp Ti Td Kp Ti Td
P 0.3/a - - 0.7/a - -
PI 0.35/a 1.2T - 0.6/a T -
PID 0.6/a T 0.5L 0.95/a 1.4T 0.47L
Table B.5: CHR Parameters for Setpoint Following
with 0% overshoot with 20% overshoot
Controller Kp Ti Td Kp Ti Td
P 0.0042 - - 0.0098 - -
PI 0.0049 1.2 - 0.0084 1 -
PID 0.0084 1 0.0835 0.0013 1.4 0.0785
VIII
Table B.6: CHR Tuning for Disturbance Rejection
with 0% overshoot with 20% overshoot
Controller Kp Ti Td Kp Ti Td
P 0.3/a - - 0.7/a - -
PI 0.6/a 4L - 0.7/a 2.3L -
PID 0.95/a 2.4L 0.42L 1.2/a 2L 0.42L
Table B.7: CHR Parameters for Disturbance Rejection
with 0% overshoot with 20% overshoot
Controller Kp Ti Td Kp Ti Td
P 0.0042 - - 0.0098 - -
PI 0.0084 0.668 - 0.0098 0.3841 -
PID 0.0013 0.4008 0.0701 0.0017 0.3340 0.0701
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Appendix C
5.1 I/O Mappings and Robustness
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Table C.7: JBest Controllers from Parameter Evolution
Parameters KP1 KP2 KP3 KP4 KP5
Min 0.00026 0.0039 0.00010 0.00015 0.00016
Max 0.0023) 0.0068 0.0020 0.0042 0.0013
Range 0.0020 0.0064 0.0019 0.0041 0.0011
Parameters KD1 KD2 KD3 KD4 KD5
Min 0.0413 0.0222 0.0930 0.0130 0.0428
Max 0.2689 0.1336 0.0992 0.2840 0.1153
Range 0.2276 0.1114 0.0062 0.2710 0.0725
Parameters α1 α2 α3 α4 α5
Min 0 0 0 0 0
Max 0.9648 1.3247 2.0692 0.3185 0.9862
Range 0.9648 1.3247 2.0692 0.3185 0.9862
JFPDbest J1 J2 J3 J4 J5
Min 352.87 414.65 361.75 451.45 333.14
Max 679.53 584.64 1063.1 679.89 935.62
Range 326.67 169.99 701.33 228.44 602.48
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Appendix D
6.1 Control Strategy
For practical purposes, the control strategy used in the simulation model in Figure
5.37 consists of the following functional blocks which have been explained in turn
(MathWorks, 2009a):
1. Two measurement circuit blocks (Vm) and (Im)
2. One inner current control loop
3. One outer voltage control loop
4. One DC voltage regulator
5. One phased locked loop (PLL)
The measurement blocks compute the d − q axes components of the voltages and
currents through abc− dq transformation obtained from sin(ωt) and cos(ωt) provided
by the PLL in the synchronous reference plane. Normally, the inner current control
loop would consist of two PI controllers for compensating the d and q axes currents.
The output of these controllers are the vd and vq voltages normally generated by the
PWM inverter. These voltages are then converted to va, vb, and vc phase voltages which
are used to synthesise the PWM voltages. The iq and id reference quantities each comes
from the outer voltage control loop and the DC-link voltage controller, respectively.
The outer voltage control loop has one PI controller to maintain the primary voltage
ouput against the reference value. Finally, a DC voltage regulator to maintain the DC
side voltage constant.
Compatible with a simple direct ac voltage outer loop control strategy based on instan-
taneous power balance theory, the DSTATCOM can thus be controlled to provide the
XIX
p-q axes components required for ac voltage regulation and dc link capacitor charging,
i.e., (Bukata, 2010).
According to the power balance theory, the DSTATCOM output Po + jQo must equal
system’s input power Pi + jQi plus the power taken by the filter and the equivalent
resistance and inductance of the coupling transformer PF + jQF such that:
Po = Pi + PF (D.1)
Qo = Qi +QF (D.2)
Figure D.1 demonstrates a current to voltage convertion scheme, which can be achieved
by assuming a 3φ symmetrical grid voltage in the dq0 axis through the following equa-
tions:
Figure D.1: Outer loop voltage control
Po =
3
2
(vdid + vqiq) (D.3)
Qo =
3
2
(vqid + vdiq) (D.4)
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Equating vd = vi and vq = 0 so that
Po =
3
2
vdid = viid (D.5)
Qo =
3
2
vdiq = +viiq (D.6)
The power consumed at the filter and transformer is given as
PF =
3
2
i2R =
3
2
(
i2d + i
2
q
)
R (D.7)
QF =
3
2
i2ωL =
3
2
(
i2d + i
2
q
)
ωL (D.8)
By properly substituting Eqs. C.7 and C.8 into Eqs. A.25 and A.26, we get
vd = Rid − ωLiq + vi (D.9)
vq = Riq + ωLid (D.10)
It is noted at this point that realisation of the direct voltage strategy is much easily
done from power balance theory as it does not require inductor and current detection
circuits normally found in the inner current control loop technique. But, as can be
seen, the outer voltage scheme also suffers from over reliance on equivalent parameters
of the filter and the coupling transformer which causes performance detrioration, and
this is why I considered re-designing my PD controller with a cascaded first-order linear
low-pass filter in chaper 3.
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